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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
January 20. 1917,
"R0Y7Mora County, "New Mexico, Saturday,

Volume

Deputy Assessor
Rev. O. W. Hearn has received
notice from Assessor, Fabian
Chaves that he is to start the as
sessment of this precinct soon
He will have an office here and
the residents will come to him as
the salary will not warrant his
going to them. Due notice will
be given of his dates ond all taxpayers are urged to come in
promptly and list their property
to the end that the .assessment
may be macip promptly and
thoroughly and that the penalty
for failing to make returns on
your property may not need ap'
plication.
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Joe Gilstrap sold his Dodge car
to George Lewis this week and
says he will buy him another Ford
Recently he decided to sell his
old Ford and drive an automobile
but he has discovered, that he is
still in the Ford class and cheer- -

. fully comes back to it.

A

Protest

We have what we believe to be
reliable information to the effect
that a movement is on foot to
have passed by the present Legislature a law to cancel all taxes
and tax liens for all years prior to
1912. Such a law, if passed,
would favor the tax dodger, enabling him to escape his just
share of the burden of supporting the state, county and city
governments; his just share of
the cost of schools, road, etc.
Some of the principal tax dodgers
are persons and corporations who
have owned large amounts of
land for many years. In Union
County, which was created in
1894, a conservative
estimate
places the amount of taxes that
would be cancelled by such a law
at one hundred thousand dollars.
Doubtless the same would be
true as to practically all the
eounties of the state, the figures
varying according to the age and
taxable area of the different
counties.
Taxpayers of New Mexico now
that the legislative session is under way, it devolves on us to bestir ourselves if we are to prevent the perpetration of a gross
injustice on our state. This is to
urgently recommend that every
taxpayer immediately write to

Unlucky "13"

Homesteaders

completThis issue of the
es vol, 13 according to the consecutive record, and we close the
volume with a sigh of relief.
Not that we are superstitious
about the number
but if
we were, we could find corroborative evidence to sustain the
superstition in the record of the
files. Chief among our misfortunes was the fire of May 31st
wnich destroyed all we had except
our nervc-W- e
kept that.
However the year has not been
all darkness by any means
We
have our own little office, we
have new type and almost as
much of it as we had before, we
have new and modern equipment,
a press that 3 a joy to us whenever we start it up for its hours
run a week instead of our old job
press system of a days press
work a wek. We hare a larger
subscriptions list than ever before and more friends, the recent
election went to our liking by a
large majority and we have seen
many of the political reforms we
have striven for brot about and
many more in sight.
All in all, we can't say but
n
Volume 13 of the
has recorded far more f

In the developement of every
new western country there are
three influxes the first, a blind
stampede of the
the second, a less hasty, but yet
unprepared and temporary immigration; the third, the fellows
who come preparedto stay.
The great immigration which
the state is now witnessing, of
homeseekers filing on
grazing homesteads under the.
new law, seems to us to be the
third and permanent influx. It
is a different proposition form
that reckless invasion of the
which came into the eastern plains and the Estancia valley,
ten or twelve years ago. These
newcomers apparently all have
enough capital to handle the proposition. As a result of the publicity which has attended the previous immigration into New Mexico and the results thereof, these
farmers and stockmen know what
they are doing.
New Mexico may do well to
realize that the going into effect
of this new law has already had
a profound effect on the economic
and political situation in the
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Mrs. Arthur Burleson entertained the Rebekah Ladies Club
at her home Wednesday afternoon
The ladies took their fancy work
,' and kept their fingers as well as
their tongues busy. A very
state.
dainty, lunch was served by the
hostess to finish the session and
good than of ill, but we turn
Jack Mahoney received a fine
all the guests went home in a good
gladly to Vol.14 as the means yearling "Aberdeen-Angus- "
bull
humor with themselves and the the senator and representatives whereby we may
Wednesday
by
express
from
the
make
use
of
all
Wrld. from his district and protest in the experience of past years, in herd of J. W. Mc Reynolds, of
:
the strongest possible terms
connection with whatever talent Monte; uma, Kansas. Jack is in
Miss Cora Moore, daughter of
the passage of such a iaw j God has given us, to accomplish about $140.00 for this calf buthe
C. C. Moore of Mosquero, is Hello if introduced.
of his
j more than in all the past years Í3 bred in the best strains
girl at the Roy Central. She has The Farmers Society of Equity of effort.
line and is a splendid individual.
been on the job several days and
Clayton, New Mexico.
If we can boost for all that is Jack will dispose of nil his other
likes it well enough to stay. Miss
right, oppose all that is wrong, stock and start a herd of thorough
Moore was our correspondent at
assist in creating a higher plane bred blacks next spring for the
Mosquero and we shall miss her
of public thinking and political range.
unless some of the o'.hers get busy
His experience in the catte
Charles William Brady Bryan morals and help persuade men
and take her place.
that
higher
ideals and business 3 guarantee that this is
ti have
one of the Democratic representawork
and
vote for them instead a good move or Jack wouldn't
Dr. Gibbs was called to Cabeza tives from Union County has of being
unthinkingly tiet
Jed
providing
the
for
Tuesday on a R. R. case. Ipave dravrilfbill
behind
band
wagon that
the
payment
school
additional
of an
him a mighty cold ride.
'
bears
name
'bachelor
the
and
of
the party Frank A. Roy, our Representa
tax by all bachelors
their
fath
used
rs
to be proud to tivein the Legislature wa3 the
Manager C. L. Wensell, of the maids."
vote
for,
If we can keep a true only Republican 'in the house to
Representative Bryan is the
Goodman Co. was away Monday
on business at Las Vegas, Spring- father of fourteen children, 13 record of the good that has been vote with the Democrats against
of whom are living. Mrs. Bryan accomplished in our community the tabling of the Pardue Resoluer and points north.
and seven of the chilcren are now and help to bury its imperfections tion which was intended to make
in the sands of forgetfulness.we it possible to get the Prohibition
with him in Santa Fe. i
"All males past 30 years of age shall fi?el rewarded for the effort Amendment before the people.
This stand is in line with a maknown as bachelors, of sound it cost us.
The Government thermometer
jority of his constituents.
mind and body, shall pay to their
at the Roy Depot registered one respective school precincts, to aid
degree below, zero Wednesday
in the education of the orphans BOY BIRTHDAY PARTY
Our Fellow townsman and remorning and three inches of snow
of such precincts, an extra tax
in the Legislature
presentative
Last Saturday was the eighth
is the total of the several little
over and above their regular taxbeing noticed in
is
Roy,
A.
F.
birthdayof MasterMylerD. Gibbs
snow storms of the week. This
And all fees, of $10. annually.
is
evidenced by the
Fe,
as
Santa
is a lot like winter but when we
Jr. and a company of sixteen litmale bachelors of sound mind and
he has
committees
of
number
read of the blizzard and 40 below body shall pay to their respective tle boy friends gathered at his
to.
appointed
been
home by invitation to help him
in Montana and the Dakotas and
school precincts the sum of $5
We find him Chairman of the
snowstorm
record
on
celebrate the event.
biggest
the
monthly."'
They had an immense time, Committee onCounties and Coun
in Texas and the southern states
of four
judged by the noise they made ty Lines and member
we are satisfied to take a little
'
Printing,
and feasted on ice cream, cake, other committees,
of the ragged edge of the winttr
candy and other delicacies to fin- Livestock, State Affairs snd State
as our share.
County and Municipal IndebtedRehearsals for the Cantata
ish with.
The Griner twins assisted Mrs. ness.
Mrs, Curt Skinner, of Mosque- "Snow White" by the Roy School
It would seem that this should
ro, made proof before Commis- are progressing nicely. The cast Gibbs in "Managing" the boys
keep
him mighty busy thruout the
sioner Willcox Monday. She has of the leading parts have been and serving tke refreshments.
We hope to see him
session.
It was an event which will long
a fine claim near Mosquero which assigned to the following young
with a record that we
home
come
be remembered with pleasure by
Curt has helped her to hold down people.
of.
proud
be
all
can
since he made proof on his claim "Snow White" Miss Dan Jenkins a number of the future men of
"Queen" Mrs. Mary Waters,
affajrs of this community.
near Solano.
Jesus Garcia and Miss Necia
so well "Prince" Mr. Frank Schultz.
They liked the
Bosquez, of Cabeza, were married
Huntsman" Mr, Claire
while their noticé was running "Carl-Th- e
They had the "Makin's" of a
by Judge Foster last week. They
that they" have decided to keep on Justice.
fire at the Roy Barber shop last
A chorus of Twenty Pretty week. .A leak at the gas tank belong to the section crew at the
taking it.
station at the head of the canyon.
Girls.
spilled gasoline enough to start a
Further announcement later. blaze which ran up to the ceiling
Walter Quiílan, of Solano was
in town Monday a witness" in a
and threatened serious conse
Rufus Mahoney, of Le Roy, quences
.
land case.
for a time. Tbe only A
car of lumber arrived TuesMinnesota writes us "Enclosed damage
was a ruined tank and
day for the new bridge across
find $3.00 for two years and keep
blackened walls.
Red River west of Roy. This is
it coming so I will know when
the first material to arrive and
you all dry up and blow away
we are told much more will folThe "City Dads" met in regu- down there." Fine weather and
and not much snow in Minn, this winlow fast. Bids have been receivlar session Monday evening
o
"
Lee Anderson took Rev. Hearn ed for the hauling of the materallowed numerous bills contract- ter.
and there
in the Anderson car Monday and ial to the bridge-sit- e
ed in getting under way as an inDr. Alway sends us a subscrip- drove down to the Henry Stone will soon be a lot of additional
corporated towri.
They are getting nicely started tion from his home in Minneapolis home in La Cinta Canyon, where employment for labor here. The
and will be settled down to the where he is still interested in the Lee and Miss Bessie Kitchell dridge will be quite an engineering feat and the making of a
routine before long. There are success of this mesa. He is glad were married.
to'
runpassable
to
abont
learn
road from the top of the
young
his
see
prediction
well
known
things
Both are
come true
many
right
incorporated
"of
town
many
many
down
Roy
that
friends
and
to it will be no small
mesa
people
the farmers of this
of
ning an
occasional
undertaking
an
make
still it can be done
mesa
both
riding
the
on
them
are
m their own au- congratulate
and if wej)d
depend,
jtslberoKttle
will
and
be
on,
a pieturesque drive
tos.
admits it is true somt happy, result of their
it
mistake we can
"
'
U
years sooner toan h expected it. mancé. ' accomplished.:
when it
Spanish-America-
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Number 52

A. P. Wagner Dies

SOME SMILES

A. P. Wagner, an old and highly respected citizen of the
x
Exaggerated Sent of Possession.
neighborhood, 25 miles north of
"The airs some
Roy died very suddenly from
people put onl"
Pneumonia at his home Monday
"Yes?"
"There's
and was buried in the Mills Cem"W h a t about etery Tuesday.
Mr. Wagner was in Roy last
him?"
. "lie han only week on land business and was
$7 deposited In a
in his usual health, A cold de$30,000,000 Instiyet
he veloped into pneumonia and took
tution,
speaks oí the him away. He homesteaded here
president as 'my less
than three years ago and he
banker.' "
and his sons have been very sucEasily Located.
cessful farmers.' The S.-loses
"I have an engagement to meet my a valued
friend
and
extends
to
wife downtown."
the bereaved family our deepest
"Did she name the place?"
;:;i;)JlKrji;)it:iuai:xi;KiKiM)iKl);rTiFKl

Mo-fa-

Dub-waite- ."

.

A.

"No."

"The

sympathy.
' It is reported that the wife and
daughter-in-laof the deceased
are both "dangerously ill from
the same malady.

'

timer

"No."
"Then how do you expect to find

w

her?"
"My wife's a methodical little woman. She's usually at the sume. movie
theater at the same hour every afternoon."

.

:

We are advised that Mrs. J. L.
Smith, living west of town is seriously ill with Pneumonia.

A Real Innovation.
"You can get almost . anything in
one of these big department stores."
"Yes. They are wonderful places.
I wouldn't be surprised if they were
to mid matrlmonlat bureaus and furnish mates for single persons."
"That would be a lino scheme, pro
vlded they also had an exchange department with a competent divorce
lawyer in charge.''

Buys Restaurant
J. F. Arnett ha3 purchased the
Home Restauraht from Mrs. J. E.
Wildman and will take charge of
it the First of February.
Mr. Arnett has had years of
experence in the restaurant business at Shawnee, Oklahoma and
knows the business thoroughly.
He has ordered a lot of new
will have it installed and be ready to give us the

Expediency.

"Tour honor, I
don't need a lawyer."
"You'd
better
You
have one.
may be convicted,
you know."
"What I mean,
your honor, Is that
I can be convicted Just as well
without one."

best Restaurant Roy has ever
had.

.

Pink Gunn's children have been
ill with grip and threatened
pneumonia this week.

Usual Explanation.
the recent election Mr.
Ttbblo said his victory was assured."
"Yet, he was badly defeated. How
does he acconnt for that?"
"He says It was diieHo, a combination of circumstances over which he
had no control."
"Meaning."
"He didn't get enough votes.''
"Before

Gratitude.
"My friend , I fear you

:Mr. McCarger, Lnr Mciia&er
i'or the Wifeon Company, and Earl
Brown were down from Mills
Tuesday. Earl took a load of
hógs as far as Kansas City for
the Wilson Co then went on to
are slightly his old home in Indiana.

In error."

"Permit mo to shake your hand,
air."
"Put why?"
"You are the first man I over argued with Who didn't tell me I was

R,

nil wrong."
;

The Way of the Amateur.
"IIow is Riggins Retting oh .with
his vegetable carden?"
"He's enthusiastic about It works
Ry the way,
In it every day himself.
he asked me not to forget to give hint

J. Heflin orders his

S--

sent to hira at Roy in future. He
will move to his farm three miles
north of Roy as soon as he can
build a house on it We welcome
hjnth.Í3 progressive farmer to
Roy and know he will
good here.

make

County Petition

the address of the market huckster I
deal with."
At the Wedding.
"You know, the beginning of the
happy pair's acquaintance was when
he offered her an umbrella to keep
her ne hat from getting ruined."
"I see. He was her rain beau nnd
that Is why she carried a shower
bouquet."

A monster petition for new
county, on lines approved by a
very large majority of the people
of this mesa has been circulated
and very generally signed and
will be forwarded to the State
Legislature this week. Accom-

The Happy Lift.
"Mrs. Gadder never seems to have
any servant problem."
"Do you know why?"
"No."
"She's never at home long enough
to find out whether she has or not."

panying it is a remonstrance
the creation of a county
which will divide the people of
this mesa into two impotent sections of two' other counties ande
prevent the righteous rule of the
majority for years to come.

''i

A

Punctured Enterprise.

"So the submnrlne Is going to make
a dash home.".
"Yes, If the enemy does not put a
period to its trip."

This is recognized by all think-

ing people as a stand of the ' old regime against the hew. The
history of all other states is the
Just Facts.
best evidence that the new will
eventually succeed and that the
Flirts laugh at love and love laughs
old timers will profit as well as
at flirts.
Of two evils choose neither; both the rest by the new, order, of
will turn out bad.
things but it is impossible ' to
Being a yellow dog Isn't as bad us
make
the "Nestor" see it this
being called n cur.
and
from his way. of think-- :
way
The muscles of the human Jaw exert
a force of 5.'U pounds.
ing they are fighting for their
The Brazilian coconut palm lives
from C00 to 700 years.
The reputation of many a puffed up
'
cigar goes up In smoke.
It's a wise hoy who ,knows enough to
. 1.
t ...... . . . 1. ... V.. 1.

very lives.
It is devoutly to be hoped that
some influence will interfere to

'

1

prevent making the bad

1

i

S

If

condi- -

Most men's Intentions are several tl0ns regarding counties which
now exist- - worse by creating a
laps ahead of their aetions.
If a man Is nfrald.to think for him- - new county for political purposes
self he should get married.
it's well to investigate an oil well and contrary to every physical
moral and ethical sentiment.
that won't bear looking into.,
lople seldom tell you how much or
It would Seen to U3 like "Jump- "
j
j

how little they think of you.
given U.e fir.t
Amsterdam ka.

Im

j

í

.

ff0"1 the fr?in

,

tO

the
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THE

HEVS

TO DATE

FOREIGN
According to a Vienna dispatch to
the Vosslsche Zeltung of Berlin, Premier
is preparing to
convene the Austrian Parliament
The withdrawal of Greek troops
from Thessaly has virtually been completed. Women armed with rifles are
replacing the guards on the railroads,
bridges and passes.
M. llerrlot, minister of supplies, has
decided that the rations ot sugar for
the French people shall be one pound
f
and
a month for each person
after Feb. 1, says the Tarts Matin.
The British battleship Cornwallls
has been sunk by a submarine, It was
officially announced by the admiralty.
Thirteen members of the Cornwallls
crew are missing and believed to have
been drowned.
"The submarine menace to the merchant service Is far greater now than
at any period of the war, and it requires all of our energy to combat It,"
said Admiral Sir John R. Jelllcoe, first
sea lord, in a speech at a luncheon
given In his honor in "London.
In a proclamation to the German
people the emperor cays that "Our
enemies have dropped the mask, admitted their lust of conquest and their
aim to crush Germany and enslave
Europe and the seas, but they will
never achieve their aim. Burning indignation and holy wrath," says the
emperor, "will redouble the strength
God, who planted
of every German.
the spirit of freedom In German
hearts, will give us the full victory."
The entente reply to President Wilson makes specific designation of its
terms of peace, which Includes the
restoration ot Belgium, ef Serbia and
Montenegro and complete reparation
for the damage they sustained and the
evacuation of the Invaded territories
of France, Russia and Rumania, with
such reparation as Is considered just.
The terms also require the liberation
ot Italians, Slavs, Rumanians and

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Olam-Martlnl- o

IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THEPAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT!
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE,

Wtrn

Nwtt

Union !

Sorvlc.

ABOUT THE WAR
The British have bean successful In
raids north of Arras, and the French
mar captured prisoners In a sortie In

la

Vosges.
A Turkish official report ot Jan. 11

sajrs a British cruiser ot the Juno
type was sunk br Turkish gunfire In
the eastern Mediterranean.
In the Oltui valley in Moldavia the
Austro Germans continue to advance
against the Russians and Rumanians,
while In the Suchltxa valley they repulsed attacks by the Russians.
In Volhynla, near Novo Selki, and
la Galicia north of Zborow, the Geradvances
mans have attempted
against the Russians, but were repulsed, according to Petrograd.
The sinking of the Italian battleship Regina Margherlta, of 13,000 tons,
on Deo. 14 with a loss ot 675 men Is
announced officially in Rome. Two
hundred and seventy ot the crew escaped.
Following up their advance nortn-eas- t
on the Tigris
ot Kut
in Mesopotamia, tte British have
rgaln attacked and captured Turkish
trenches on the right bank of the river
and inflicted heavy casualties on the
Ottomans.
The forces ot Field Marshal von
Mackensen, while apparently Inactive
around Fokshanl, are reported to be
progressing between Braila and Calata. The Russians have been pushed
back farther toward the Sereth and
the town ot Laburtea has been taken.
Confirmation of the complete defeat
ot the Villa forces at Jtmlnez by Gen.
Franolsco M Ursula's forces and of the
capture of large quantities Of loot at
Terrero, In western Chihuahua by
Qea. Hernandes, waa brought to the
border from Chihuahua City by refugees.

WESTERN
The National Farmers' Association
will hold lt annual meeting in Kan"
sas City, Feb. 21. 22, 21.
Three trainmen were Instantly
killed when an engine on a southbound
Frisco freight train blew up near
Grandvlew, nine miles south of Kansas City, Mo.
Two boy bandits held up the State
bank at Corwln, in Harper county,
. Kan., shutting the cashier and several
citizens who had just reached the
bank Into a vault. They took $900 in
currency and silver and escaped In a
motor car.
The House of Representatives of
the Oklahoma Legislature, In committee of the whole, adopted an 'amend
meat to McCollister's
bill, making It an offense to smoke
a cigarette, and then recommended
the bill for passage.
Sid Martin, a well shooter In the employ of the Wyoming Torpedo Company, and an unknown companion
were Instantly killed near Rogers'
ranch, two miles north of Greypull,
Wyo., when a can of nitroglycerin
which they were loading Into an automobile exploded.
e

WASHINGTON
A further Investigation of the peace
nete "leak" was ordered, by the House

of Representatives.
President Wilson has decided - to
transmit to Germany the reply of the
entente allies to his peace proposal;.
President Wilson named William
Philips of Massachusetts, third
ant secretary of state, succeeding
John E. Osborne ot Wyoming, resigned.
Wayne McVeagh, attorney general
In the cabinet ot President Garfield
and brother ot Franklin McVeagh, former secretary of the treasury, died In
Washington.
Transmission In the malls of liquor
advertisements. In circulars, newspapers or otherwise, Into states which
prohibit such advertising or solicitation, Is barred by a bill by Senator
Bankhead of Alabama, passed by the
Senate.
China's reply to President .Wilson's
peace note, made public at the State
Department, expresses "her sympathy
for the spirit of the President's note,"
and her "willingness to join her efforts" with the United States for the
attainment of permanent peace.
Over the protests of Republican
members, the Democratic majority of
the House rules committee voted to
adversely
Representative
report
Wood's privileged resolution for a congressional inquiry Into the charges of
Thomas W. Lawson that there was a
leak to Wall street on President Wil,
son's peace note.
'" The reply of the entente allies to
' President Wilson'
appeal, ' received
Jan. 11, is believed by many administration officials to close the door to
peace In Europe for another year at
least.

one-hal-

Czech Slavs from foreign domination.
The retirement of the Turkish empire
from Europe is required. The German note to neutrals, published
simultaneously with
the entente
reply, came as a distinct surprise. It
promptly was characterized by the entente diplomats as a carefully prepared and timed address to the world
calculated to ofset the entente statement of alms and purposes. "Germany and her allies, who had to take
up arms for defense of their liberty
and existence, consider this, their aim
of the war, as obtained," says the German note.

SPORTING NEWS
C. Browne. Hamilton Club, Chicago,
won the Central A. A. U. championswim at the Hamilton
ship
Club in 11:51.
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, woman golf
champion of Colorado and wife of the
president of the Lakewood Country
Club of Denver, has offered a silver
loving cup as a prize to the woman
golfer of Lakewood who at the close
the 1917 season holds the low
choice score record for the course.
A Colorado fruit ranch will benefit
and professional baseball will be the
loser through the determination, word
of which was received in Denver, ol
Pitcher Fred Beebe not to report to
the Portland Club ot the Pacific Coast
league, but to devote the summer ot
1917 to the cultivation ot his big farm
at Delta.
880-yar- d

ot'

GENERAL
Miss Margaretta Washington, i
Georgi
great great grandniece
of
Washington, died at ber home in Phil
adelphla.
Four hundred thousand pounds ol
powder was destroyed by fire and explosion at the Haskell, N. J., plant ol
the Dupont Powder Company.
J. Maurice Pettlt of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, who killed bis
bridi
in Chicago last August, "in order tc
preserve her purity and liberate hei
soul," pleaded guilty of murder be
tore Judge Barrett.
Edward W. Morrison, 80 years old,
the "Mlllionless millionaire" whose financial affairs have been a subject of
court Inquiry in Chicago tor several
months, was adjudged to be feebleminded, distracted and a spendthrift
by a jury In Probate Court.
Mrs. Evelyn Nesblt Clifford, ones
the wife ot Harry K. Thaw, told a reporter In ber home in New York, that
the attempted suicide of her former
husband shocked, but did not surprise
her. "He cannot be blamed, either
for this act or for the acts preceding
It, because he Is sick mentally," she
said.
of law and order
through the personal efforts of Governor Stanley of Kentucky continues
at Murray, Ky., after a period of
that at one time threatened
the death ot Circuit Judge Charles
Bush and Commonwealth's Attorney
Denny Smith at the hands ot a mob
which had become angered because
the trial of Lube Martin, a negro,
charged with the murder of Guthrie
Dulguld, a white man, had been de
ferred.
Governor Lister honored requisition
papers for the return to New Mexico
of Albert M. Blancett 19 years old, ot
Friday Harbor, Wash., who Is
of having murdered Clyde
Armour of Sioux City, la., at Albu
querque, while the two were eh route
Blancett
by automobile to California.
Joined Armour in Denver as com'
panion for the trip.
American newspapers in editorial
comments generally,, take the stand
that, In view of the "allies' reply U
President .Wilson, peace is not Imme
diately possible.

TAKES

OATH AS GOVERNOR
SANITARIUM.

IN

NEW MEXICO

C. Clark Elected President Pro
Tern, of Senate, and W. H. H.
Llewellyn Speaker of the House

Jehn
WMUrn

Nwppr
4

0MIM;

CAHDEUFF

NEW MEXICO EXECUTIVE WANTS
DRY AMENDMENT.

STATE NEWS

Other State Officials Sworn In Republicans Have Majority In Legislature Which Met Jan 9.

Union Niwi Sarvlc.

KVvm.

Twenty-thir- d
Feb. ll-J- l
Annual Reunion of the beuttUh Kit Manon at Whihi Ntwqiapar Union Ntw Barrica,
WMtcra Newppr Union Nwi Barvlc.
bun ta K.
Santa Fe. The organization of the
7
Cowboy' Reunion at La
Santa Fe. E. C. de Baca was sworn June
Vegas.
Third state legislature was completed
In as governor of New Mexico, the
by the election of John C. Clark of
oath being administered by Chief
Silver City is to have a new hotel
San Miguel county as president pro
Justice R. H. Hanna. Only a few
Fire destroyed the Royal hotel at tem. of the senate and J. W. Glddlng
friends witnessed the ceremony. The Clovls.
chief clerk. W. H. H. Llewellyn ot
oath was administered at the sanisaw mills at Romero were de- Dona Ana county was elected speakThe
tarium where Mr. de Baca Is staying
by fire.
er of the house and Bias Sanches of
temporarily. He was seated in an stroyed
J. A. Murray, 70, was killed in an Mora county, chief clerk.
easy chair and seemed to be In good
auto accident near Clovls.
The message of Gov. E. C. De Baca,
spirits.
Santa Fé employes in Clovls re- submitted to the legislature, altho preThe new governor's inaugural address was brief and simple. "Gentle- ceived bonus checks to the amount of pared from the bed ot a sanitarium, is
a comprehensive document, searching
men," he said, "I feel honored that $17.733.09.
into the needs of the state and makI
you come to see this peremony,
was
Albuquerque
Dennis Chaves of
hope I may be able to deserve by my appointed state game and fish war- ing numerous recommendations. Beginning with the hope that a differofficial conduct the confidence you den by Governor de Baca.
ence In political complexion ot the
observing
shown
have
in me." Then,
Two more cars ot beans have been
one of the newspaper men taking shipped from Mountainair, bringing legislative assembly and the executive
will not be used to weaken the efnotes, Governor de Baca said: "And the total to eighty-twcars.
fectiveness of the government Goveryou newspaper men I want you to
One of the immediate tasks that the nor De Baca recommends an overhaultell the people that I am going to be
to take up ing of
the statues, the elimination ot
governor of the people the servant Legislature will be asked
Is the amendment ot the finance law.
many antiquated laws and the substiof the people."
The new State Reform school build- tution for them of laws which have
The first official act of Governor de
ing
at Springer, which has been under been found by experience to work well
by
Baca, and the only one performed
him during the day, was the approval construction for several months, has In states in which conditions are similar to those In New Mexico.
of the bond of State Treasurer H. L. been finished.
Beans, copper, potatoes and cattle
Citing that both political parties
Hall. The size ot this bond breaks all
records for New Mexico, as it is for were the chief factors in giving New have declared in their platforms in
the staggering sum of 2881,000. The Mexico a year of unprecedented pros- favor of an early submission ot the
question of prohibition to the people
reason for the increased amount of perity in 1916.
the treasurer's bond Is that under a
S. Murray, an old Confederate sol- of the state, the governor recomlaw passed by the last Legislature the dier, was run down and killed north ot mends that action necessary to subbond Is based on the total amount of Melrose, by a car driven by another mit an amendment to forever prohibit
receipts of the offlcelor the preceding old soldier, J. B. Simmons.
the sale of intoxicating liquors be
fiscal year. At the close of the last
taken.
will
It is expected that an election
fiscal year the books showed total re- soon be held in Grant county to vote
The governor recommends the passceipts of $2,515,734.98, and the amount on
to issue $300,000 age of a law accepting the provision
proposition
a
of Mr. Hall's bond is 35 per cent ot bonds tor road improvement.
ot the federal aid road act, and that
that sum.
ways and means be provided for raisThe Ice house belonging to the ing
State officers, aside from Governor
the necessary funds' on the part
de Baca, who took office, are: Lieu- Santa Fé railway at Demlng, located of the state to comply with its proof
the
west
house
tenant governor, ,W. E. Llndsey, Re- near the round
visions. The financial condition ot
publican; secretary of state, Antonio town, was destroyed by fire.
New Mexico, Governor De Baca thinks,
Lucero, Democrat; auditor, W. G.
,Word has been received at Albu- can be solved thru a state tax comRepublican; attorney general, querque that the Santa Fé will begin mission that would get on the tax
H. L. Patton, Democrat; state treas- operating passenger and freight trains rolls a large, amount of property now
urer, H. L. Bell, Democrat; superin- into St. Louis by Jan. 1, 1918.
escaping taxation, and thinks that in
tendent of public instruction, J. H.
state this way the necessary revenues can
New Mexico's
Wagner, Republican; commissioner bank Incorporated. It is the Santa be obtained without increasing the
of public lands, R. P. Ervien, Republi- Rosa state bank, ot Santa Rosa, and levies set by the present law. He reccan; Justice of Supreme Court, C. J. the authorized capital is $25,000.
ommends the adoption of an inherit
Roberts, Republican; corporation comHarry S. Clancy, for the last eight ance tax, and wants private car commissioner, Bonifacio Montoya, Demo- years assistant attorney general, has panies doing business In the state
crat.
taxed on a proper basis. Governor De
taken a position with the State
Republicans have a working majorBaca would abolish the office of state
Commission as law clerk.
ity In both Houses of the Legislature,
commissioner and delegate
Insurance
Dr. R. F. Hare arrived from Washwhich convened Jan. 9. Questions of
the duties of the office to a state corcrop
as
ington
up
to
his
duties
take
state-widprohibition and woman sufHe recomporation commission.
frage are chief In point of interest of reporter for the Department of Agri- mends that a system be adopted by
the problems confronting the new culture in the state ot New Mexico.
which $600,000, money of the state in
Mrs. Ezequiel C. de Baca, wife of the hands of the state land commisLegislature. Republicans and Demo
crats alike are pledged by their platJ Governor de Baca, and seven ot their sion, can be made to bring a 'revenue,
forms to the submission of amend- nine children, arrived at Santa Fé and the adoption ot a budget system
ments providing for these reforms, to from Las Vegas to make their home by the state institutions and all deat the executive mansion.
popular vote.
partments of the state government.
One member of the Eighth Ohio inReform of the election laws and abJudges Assigned to New Mexico.
fantry died and one other soldier of sent voter's law and a strengthening
Santa Fé. That the appointment of the same command Is sick with spinal of the Jury law to make it Impossible
a federal judge for the district of meningitis, according to Col. Edward to use a Jury for partisan purposes are
New Mexico to succeed the late W. H. Volrath of this regiment, at El Paso, among the recommendations. A fence
Hope may be considerably delayed is Tex.
law that will be equitable to both the
lent color by the receipt of an order
,W. H. Copeland of Capitán has sold stockmen and farmers, an Improveby the court clerk here announcing bis 30,000 pound crop of beans at 6 ment In the state banking law, and
that Judge Sanborn of the United cents, which, with other products of the employment of Inmates of the pen0
States Circuit Court of Appeals at St. his farm, have brought him over
itentiary and reform school in useful
Paul has assigned to this district durmore than he offered to sell his occupations, are suggestions made in
ing 1917 Judges John C. Pollock of place for last spring.
the message.
Kansas City, and Robert E. Lewis of
Lieutenant Governor W. E. Llndsey
Luis Madril, who is accused of kill
Denver.
ing Cristobal Martines by striking read the message to the assembly, the
him with a teacup, was bound over at illness of the governor preventing him
Six Patients of Asylum Escape.
Las Vegas to await the action ot the attending the session.
Santa Fé. Lunacy is on the in grand Jury, under a bond ot $3,000,
Following the selection of Major
crease in New Mexico. The biennial
Llewellyn for speaker, Judge Barnes
which has been furnished.
report ot the state asylum shows 434
was named as Republican floor leadThe publicity department of the
were treated for insanity in 1916, an
Bias Sanchez, of Wagon Mound,
er;
increase of 700 over 1915. Sixty died, Slate Land Office, now in charge of Mora county, chief clerw; Jesus Archorto
sent
Hening,
commercial
B.
H.
thirty-nindischarged,
found
one
were
uleta, of Los Lunas, Valencia county,
not insane and fourteen escaped, six ganizations and individuals in New sergeant-at-armand Father A. Bes-set- ,
of which have never been found. The Mexico thousands of Illustrated New
Guadaloupe
church, chapof
rector
board asks an appropriation of $50, Mexico folders, for distribution by lain.
them outside of the state.
000.
At the Republican senate caucus,
The postoffice at Gardiner, Colfax
John S. Clark, of Las Vegas,
Senator
county, was entered by thieves and
To Appraise Damage to Roads.
was named as president pro tem; J.
from
funds
office
taken
the
of
$254.64
Columbus. Col. C. F. Farns worth,
Giddlngs, of Sante Fe, chief
A sum of money amounting Wight
base commander, has appointed a com- the safe.
Pedragon, of Dona Ana
$100, which was being kept in clerk; Cesarlo ,
over
to
and Rev. E.
county, sergeant-at-armsmittee composed ot Captain O'Connor
Jap
was
a
laborer
also
trust for
H. Hammond, pastor of St. John's
and Captain Walsh to go over the
stolen.
Methodist church, chaplain.
road for the purpose
R, N. Maxwell of Estancia reports
The house committee appointed to
of estimating the probable damage
state has at last got water consider application for house emdone to the highway by reason of the that the
in the Palma dis ployment and to fill the minor posiroad being used by the heavy govern- on the state land county.
One
trict of Torrance
tions is composed ot Representatives
ment trucks.
well furnishes a fair supply, and Mares, of Colfax county; Overson, of
one 1,275 feet in depth furnishes a McKlnley; Romero, of San Miguel;
May Reopen Smelter at Socorro.
joplous supply.
Leavltt, of Socorro, and Ortiz, of Rio
Socorro Rumor that the old smelMarcos C. de Baca of Sandoval
ter south of Socorro, which In its time county, has been named a member of Arriba.
The additional senate employes
made Socorro one of the leading towns
of trustees of tfte Deaf and named follow: Stenographers, Miss
board
he
in New Mexico, is to start up again
Dumb school at Santa Fé, succeeding Pearl Price, Las Cruces; Miss Catherhas been persistent here for some Cipriano Lucero, of Cerrillos, one of ine Sullivan, Las Vegas; Miss Devine,
time. Mining interests in the vicinity
Albuquerque; Arthur Senecal, Albert
the new Santa Fé county representahave been picking up lately and more
Clancy, John J. Kenney, Santa Fe.
who recently resigned.
tives,
ore is being shipped than in years beAssistant reading clerk, E. H. Blern-bauVegas
of
G.
Coors
Las
has
Henry
fore.
of Mora. Reading clerk, Roy
been appointed a member of the board Flamm, of Santa Fe.
of directors of the New Mexico insano
To Hold Inaugural Ball Feb. 7.
Santa Fe With the approval ot the asylum, to fill the vacancy caused by
Build Magdalena High School.
executive, the date for the inaugural the resignation of Ezequiel C. de Baca,
Magdalena The new county high
ball and other festivities in honor of New Mexico's new state executive, school, whica is being erected at a
the accession of Governor de Baca was who served as president of the board cost of $40,000, is rapidly approaching
set for Feb. 7. The governor expects during the administration of Governor completion.
to be able to be present.
McDonald.
o

sixty-fourt-

h

n

e

$1,-70-

e

700-fo-

state highway system, State Engineer
French, in his biennial report, urges a
state highway bond issue of $2,000,-00A total of $1,250,000 has already
been spent In the coming five year
period federal aid under the new law
will amount, to the sum of $1,170,000,
and the forest service will contribute
$210,000.

Building activity was greater in Albuquerque last year, than it was in the
preceding year. Figures furnished by
Inspector Earl Bowdlch
Building
show that permits providing for the
expenditure of $303,555 in construction and Improvements were issued in
1916 by the building Inspector's office. In 1915 the total was $23,667.
Miss Gladys Cávanaúgh, aged 14
years, was injured at Albuquerque
when a revolver, which was lying on
a. dresser, was knocked off and accidentally discharged.

IS ACTIVE

ave Your Halrl Get a 25 Cent Bottle
ef Danderlne Right Now Also
Stops Itching Scalp.
Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
hair is mute evidence of a neglected
calp; ot dandruff that awful scurt
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
ef its luster, its strength and its very
life; eventually producing a feverish
ness and itching of the scalp, whisk
if not remedied causes the hair root
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast A little DanderlM
tonight now any time will surely
save your hair.
Get. a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderlne from any store, and after
the first application your hair will
take on that Ufe, luster and luxuriant
which is so beautiful It will become
wary and fluffy and have the- appear
ance of abundance; an incomparable
gloss and softness, but what will
please you most will be after Just a
few weeks' use, when you will actually see a lot ot fine, downy hair new
hair growing all over the scalp. Adr.
-

For reaching flies on ceilings there
swathas been Invented a
ter, operated by a spring.
long-handle- d

Important t Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle I
CASTOItIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It

ÚStTÍM.

Signature of
In Use tor Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
The Slnra government savings bank
has 1,380 depositors with $138,077

their credit.
CUTICURA COMPLEXIONS
Remarkably 8oft and
Clear Trial Free.

Usually

Ara

Sar-gean- t,

Urges Bond Issue for Road Making.
Santa Fé. To enable the state to
raise Its part ot $4,250,000 necessary
in the next five years to complete the

BUS

GOV.QEBAG A'S MESSAGE FALllliG IIAIB

DE BAGA JIAUGURATED

n4

Make Cuticura Soap your every-datoilet Soap, end assist it now and then
as needed by touches of Cuticura Ointment to soften, soothe end heat Nothing better to make the complexion
clear, scalp free from dandruff and
hands soft and white.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
y

BEES MAKE

HIVE OF HOUSE

Four Swarms Removed From Building
When a Fifth Arrives at Iowa
Home.
t

Four swnrms of wild bees recently
y
house
have removed from the
of Eurl Berryman on the East side of
Rockwell City, the Cedar Rapids (la.)
Gazette says. Three of them were located under the shingles on three corners of the building and one was back
of the weather boarding near the eaves
About three
on the south side of
bushels of combs were removed, but
the amount of white comb honey was
not nearly so great as the fine yield
this year from good hives In the neigh',
borhood.
A fifth swarm arrived and endeavored to gain an entrance to the building at the eaves on the south side.
Fulling to find a suitable openlug, this
swarm clustered within and around a
four-incdrain tile lying in the grass
near the building.
two-stor-

it

h

A Comprehensive Comment .'
"This Is our baby," burbled Prond-po"What do you think of hlraf
"Ah I A very seldom sort of Infant
I should say," politely replied "PWlo
Pumpelly. Kansas City Star.
p.

Equal Advantage.
"I went to a tea fight the other day."
"Well, I saw a coffee mill."

Before
Drinking
Coffee,
You

Should
Consider
Whether

New Mexico Has 1,119 Corporations.
Santa Fe The report of the corporation commission shows that at the

Or Not It Is

present time 1,119 corporations, domestic and foreign, report to the commission. These figures do not include state banks, insurance companies and benevolent and charitable
organizations. Toe receipts of the
corporation commission in the bldn-niperiod totaled $43,341.40.
Since
its organization in January, 1912, the
Commission has collected fees totaling $111,780.65.

Harmful

.

"There's a Reason" lor

Post

1

THE

LONGER SKIRTS PROMISED

WOUNDS

SPANISH-A-

HORSES

Reasons Why New Styles for the bit of hldeousness, as the Chinese do, Abscesses Classed as Acute and
by exaggerating the length of the vamp
Spring Would Seem to
and running it out Into a point like
Cold or Chronic
shoe worn by the men in
the
Be Inevitable.
century,
we
one-piec-

LOW SHOES

WORN IN PARIS

Scarcity of Leather Responsible for
the Lengthening of the Frock-Pre- sent
Style of Shoes Cannot
Be Called
Beautiful
Blue
Serge for Springtime Wear.

e

have
but
the fourteenth
added to the medieval vamp the totter
ing spindle heel of the seventeenth cea
tury in France. The two In combination
make an ugliness that no one thought
possible In this day when people really
struggle for beauty of line.
Points In French Shoes.
Throughout all this madness in
America, France has been steadily
wearing what is known as the sculptural shoe; that is, the rounded toe,
the broad vamp and the side pieces
that cling to the instep and hold it
up. She has insisted upon straight
Spanish heels for her walking shoes
and in every way made herself comfortable, and she has brought her foot,
which has never been notable for
beauty, into a
part of her

SORES

AFTER INFLAMMATION

Ripening Process Should Be Hurried
by Frequent Hot Fomentations
Treating Ganand Poultice
grene and Ulcerations.

ER!CAN.

--

i -

uml curried deep into the tumor to
its very bottom, if necessary and
the matter allowed to escape. After
this, and whether matter is found oi
not, an acute inflammation of the ta
mor must be Induced, In order to pro
mote solution of the thick walls of
the abscess. This may be done by in
serting well Into the Incision a piece
of oakura or cotton saturated with
carbolic acid, tincture of
iodine, etc., or the Incision may be
packed with powdered sulphate of
zinc and the orifice kept plugged for
24 hours.
These agents set up a de
structive inflummatlon of the walls.
Suppuration follows, and this should
now be encouraged by hot fomentations and poultices. The orifice must
be kept open, and should It be disposed
to heal, some of the agents above described must again be Introduced.
A
favored treatment with many, and it
is probably tbe best, is o plunge a
t
iron to the bottom of the Inci- slon and thoroughly sear all parts of
the walls of the abscess. This is to
be repeated after the first slough has
taken place if the walls remain thickened and indurated.
It is useless to waste time with fomentations, poultices, or blisters in
the treatment of cold abscesses, since,
though apparently removed by such
methods, they almost Invarlubly return when the horse is put to work.
Extirpation by the knife is not practicable, as tbe walls of the tumor are
not sufficiently defined. If treated as
above directed, and properly fitted
With a good collar after heullng, there
may not remain any track or trace of
the large, unsightly mass.
e,

(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Abscesses consist of accumulations
New York. The smart flrma on
of pus within circumscribed walls, at
Fifth avenue are turning out severely
different parts of the body, and may
tailored and atltched suits of black
be classed as acute and cold or chronic
satin for the south and offering them
abscesses. '
aa the first choice of early spring, and
When an abscess occurs about a
It Is quite probable that this fabric will
hair follicle it is called a boll or fursupersede all others for the street, as
uncle; when several hair follicles are
the Benson turns from cold to balmy Silhouette.
involved, resulting In the formation of
weather.
The leather men tell us that even more than one exit for the inflammaThere Is more than uncommon Inter- If we wear low shoes, the prices will tory products, it is called a carbuncle.
est displayed In the rumor backed up hot be reduced, and this Is being said
Acute Abscesses.
by facts that Paris will launch longer to us in so many ways about every
Acute abscesses follow as the result
skirts for spring than we have worn commodity of life, that we have be- of local Inflammation In glands, musfor two years. There Is no evidence of gun to cense thinking about unmeascular tissue, or even bones. They are
this in tbe new Callot models, but, ured prosperity and have turned to very common In the two former. The
then, Callot never cared for long skirts. face the possibility of the hardships abscesses most commonly met with In
This house cut its evening gowns into of living that existed during the Civil the horse (and the ones which will be
a high arch or point in front that war in this country.
here described) are those of the salishowed half the leg to the knee, at a
The shoe people tell us that, one vary glands, occurring during the extime whin other dressmaking houses factory alone has refused an order of
istence of "strangles," or "colt distem$1,000,000 worth of shoes to go to
wouldn't consider such an Innovation.
per."
The glands behind or under
Tears and years ago, Callot and Russia, because of the difficulty in get
Gangrene.
jaw are seen to increase In size,
the
Polret Joined hands on this fashion ting leather; and yet, they have no ex becoming firm, hard, hot and painful.
Gangrene, or mortification, denotes
and it was ridiculed by two conti- cuse for the fact that cloth spats have At first the swelling is uniformly
the death of the affected part, and is
nents; now every woman wears gone up to $5 and $8 from $2 and $3.
hard and resisting over its entire sur- mostly found attacking soft tissue
face, but In a little while becomes soft near tho surface of the body. Gan(fluctuating) at some portion, mostly grenous areas may occur" as a result
In the center. From this time on the of shutting off their blood supply. Conabscess Is said to be "pointing," or stitutional diseuses, such as ergotism,
"coming to a head," which Is shown by anthrax, and sepücemlu, predispose to
a small elevation or projecting promi- gangrene.
Among external causes are
nence which at first Is dry, but soon acids and alkalies, freezing and burnbecomes moist with trnnsuded serum. ing, contusions, and continuous pressThe hairs over this part loosen and ure that Interrupt the circulation.
fall off, and In a short timo tho abscess There are two forms of gangrene dry
opens, the contents escape, and the and moist Dry gaugrcne is most often
cavity may gradually fill up healing seen in horses from continuous lying
by granulations.
down or from uneven pressure of some
Abscesses In muscular tissue are portion of the harness.
usually the result of bruises or InSymptoms.
juries. In all cases in which abscesses
There Is a luck of sensation
are forming the ripening pgocess due to the death of nerves. Iu dry
should be hurried by frequent hot fo- gungrene the skiu Is leathery and
mentations and poultices. When they harsh, while in moist gangrene the tisare very tardy in their development a sues are soft, wrinkled, and frluble;
blister over their surface is advisable. the hair is disturbed, and the skin is
It is a common rule with surgeons to usually moist and soapy and somespen an abscess as soon as pus con times covered with blisters.
The tisbo plainly felt, but this practice can sue surrounding the moist gangrenous
scarcely be recommended
indiscrim- patch Is usually inflamed, swollen, and
inately to owners of stock, sinco this hot, but this Is lesa noticeable In the
little operation frequently requires an case of gangrene. Moist gangrene
extra knowledge of anntomy. It will often spreads and Involves deeper tisusuolly be found the better plan to en- sue, 6henths of tendons and Joints,
courage the full ripening of an abscess blood poisoning and death. Dry gunand allow it to open of Itself. This Is grene is seldom dangerous, but the
imperative if the abscess Is In the re- rapidity of Its spread will indicate Its
gion of Joints, etc. When open, do not virulence.
squeeze the walls of the abscess to
Treatment
any extent. They may be very gently
The preventive treatment consists
pressed with the fingers at first to re- in avoiding
all the Influences that tend
move the clots thickened pus but to disturb the
nutrition pf the tissues,
after this the orillee Is simply to bo such as excessive cold or heat or conlept open by the introduction of a tinuous pressure. Gangrene following
;Iean probe, should it be disposed to sores
caused by lying down may be
leal too soon. If the opening Is at too
prevented by using soft bedding and
'ligh a level another should be mode frequently '
turning the animul from
nto the lowest portion of the abscess one side
to the other. In dry ganjo as to permit the most complete grene
moist heat In the form of poulIralnoge.
not fomentations or poul- - tices or anointing the tissue with oils
Ices are sometimes required for a day
and futs will be found beneficial In
r two after an abscess has opened, hastening the dend
tissue to slough off.
ind are particularly Indicated when When
the outer skin begins to suphard.
:he
base of the abscess is
BLUE SERGE APPEARS FOR SPRINGTIME.
purate, it should be removed with a
The cavity should be thoroughly pair of pincers, and the patch treated
Frock, With a Panel of Plaits In Front and Back
cashed with rtlniulatlng antiseptic so-- as an open wound. In moist gangrene
It Is Used In a
of Skirt The Collar, Cuffs and Belt Are of Dark Blue Taffeta, Run With
utlons. such as 3 per cent solu-:Io- n
the tissue should be thoroughly disinof carbolic acid, 3 per cent so fected with a 3 per cent solution
Black Soutache.
cresol, 1 to
lution of compound
of compound cresol, or particularly an
1,000 bichloride of mercury, or 1 per
alcoholic tincture of camphor. Contingowns shorter than these first ones It behooves every woman to take ex:ent permanganate of potash solution. uous Irritation with antiseptic fluids
without a blush or on apology and, cessive care of her footgear at the
Cold Abscesses.
prevents the accumulation uud absorppresent hour. Trees, polishing and
sometimes, without a good reason.
Cold abscess Is thu term applied to tion of poisonous liquids.
'
Incisions
Low Shoes Worn in France.
careful usage will save money and an!hose large, Indolent swellings that are into the dead tissue .may be mude, and
The commercial Interest In the noyance for months to come.
of
form
:he result of a low or chronic
when sloughing commences the' tissituation Is stirred on uccount of the
The Pinafore Sailor.
nflnmmntion. In the center of which sue should be removed with forceps
vast output o high shoes In this counThe world has blossomed out In here is a small collection of pus. They and tho resulting wound treated ns In
try. Iu I'nrls there Is good authority
for saying Unit tills form of footgear spring hats at the first approach of ire often seen near the point of the dry gangrene.
breast
There is nothing startllngly shoulder, forming the
Ulceration.
Is not In first fashion and Is rapidly winter.
disappearing. The reason Is simple. novel about t'le new shapes, except the boll The swelling is diffuse apd of
An ulcer is a circumscribed area of
upslightly
extent,
Reboux
hotter
snonnous
Insists
but
decay occurring on the skin or muFrance has no leather, and her women pinafore sailor that
very
cous membrane. As In the case of
have been wearing low shoes for a on. This Is made in straw and faced than surrounding parts, and not
year. The oxford tie with the high with a bright color, but even this shape painful upon pressure. A pronounced gangrene, disturbances of circulation
Is
evinced
pain,
two
seen
In
a
stiffness, rather than
for
months
heel, round toe and broad ribbon bow has been
are among the most frequent causes.
The Mus- apon moving the animal.
Such, ab- A wound to a tissue with slight recuat the Instep has for a year been the modified form, built of satin.
a scesses have the appearance of a hard
perative power may be followed by ulfirst choice of fashion in France, In covite turban, which comes In
by a softer swell- connection with street costumcry. And straight line down from a high crown tumor, surrounded
ceration, as ia tumors." Certain germs
to meet the sltuutlon, France made her to the eyebrows. Is not featured In ng, Involving the tissues to the extent may produce ulcers, as the glanders
any strength In the new models. The tt a foot or more In nil directions bacllllwhlch cause the ulcerations on
skirts longer.
diffused swell- The scarcity of leather is pinching effort seems to be to turn the brims from the tumor. This
the nasal septum in glanders.
comproleaves the
ng
away
headline,
and
froln
subsides
gradually
with
the
every
in
on
side
Treatment.
the shoe industry
Shoes have advanced from mise. They go straight In the air, and arge, hardened mass somewhat well
America.
This consists in removing the excitof
Irregularities
characteristics
shaping
One
lefined.
of
and
the
of
the
$0 a pair to $14, and even higher their
ing cause at once. The secretions of
ld abscesses Is their tendency to
prices will be asked this spring. Eight their edges are determined after the
for a the ulcer should be washed off with
dollars Is asked for an ordinary pair quick uplift from the head bus been remain In the same condition
ttntlseptlc solutions and the formation
Is neither
great
of
length
time.
There
established.
of laced street shoes 'at unfashionable
of granulation tissues stimulated by
nor
The dominating feature of all the heat nor soreness; no increase
places, where the amount of leather
tumor. If, antiseptic salves, such as carbolated
used is negligible and the amount of new hats Is the fact that they must be lessening In the size of the
or by dressings
should
be put to vaseline, lead ointment,
anlmul
the,
however,
canworn straight across the forehead,
cloth substituted conspicuous.
of .camphor.
Where the ulcers are
of
not be tilted right or left and must not work for a short time the Irritation
Longer Skirts Probable.
waswelling of the sur- Inflamed, warm lead water or lead
If women can continue to pay the dip a fraction of an Inch In the back the collar causes which
ter and laudanum will be found efficafew
a
rounding
after
tissues
exorbitant prices asked for high shoes below the line which Is established for
Cullous. ulcers ure best redays' rest disappears, leaving the tu- cious.
they may be able to continue to wear the front. In other words; there Is no
by
moved
a curette, knife or hot Iron
mor as before or but slightly larger.
short skirts, but if France insists coquetry about the pose of the new Upon
and then treated like a common
apmanipulation
what
careful
;
upon longer skirts and the bootmak- hat It Is as military as the men under
pears to be a fluid deep seated in the wound. Mechanical Irritation should
ers Insist upon frightful prices, It is arms. It Is a trying line for many
center of the mass may be discovered. be avoided.
a safe guess that the low shoe and the faces, and yet It Is astonishing how
Cold obscesses mostly, If not always,
longer skirt will be inaugurated in the quickly the masses have adopted it
Irri- BIRDS FOND OF MULBERRIES
caused by the
are
to
themselves
and
make
contrived
springtime.
loose and badly fitting col
a
of
tation
very
look
It.
attractive
under
It is not easy to Bay whether the
Plan to Plant Trees and Shrubs That
lar.
oxford tie which has ruled in Taris (Copyright, 1916, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
Treatment.
Produce Fruit for Benefit of
up
in
will
be
12
this
taken
months
for
means recommended to bring
Feathered Songsters.
The
country, for we hove, unfortunately,
the acute abscess "to a head"
Costume Jewelry.
gone alte mad over the subject of
One of the best things that can be
with this
The latest development of costume are but rarely effectual too
ugly shoes, and, although we owe the
or, If successful,
much done Is the planting of trees and
variety;
inspiration for them to eccentric social Jewelry is the bracelet and hair band
has been occupied In the cure. shrubs that produce fruit especially
circles in Paris, we have done things to mntch. Some of the newest evening time.
More rapid methods of treatment are liked by birds.
so much worse than France could gowns have long, floating angel sleeves
necessary.
Mulberries planted near cherry
These consist, first of all,
dream of doing that it is only fair to caught to the wrist by banglescof gem
tumor
will protect them from the birds.
trees
exploring
carefully
the
for
in
say that there is no allegiance be- studded filigree gold of the same dethe presence of pus.. The Incisions They like the mulberries better than
tween the two. We have not only twist- sign as the circlet worn around the roust b made over the softest part cherries.
ed the shape of the foot into a serious head.
red-ho-

well-round-

'

One-Piec- e

TEUTON FORCES

TAKETVOTOVNS
ROUT RUSSIANS ALONG 8ERETH,
CAPTURING

KOTUMIKHALI

AND VADENI.

TURKS WIN AT M1HALEA
ENTENTE

ALLIE8 LOSE ANOTHER
WAR VESSEL; ROME REPORTS
CAPTURE

OF SUBMARINES.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

SYRUP OFFIGS FOB

CHIL01J0IL5
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It Is cruel to force nauseating,
harsh physio into a
sick child.
Look back at your childhood day
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
on castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children It'a different
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt Is
Their tender little "lnsldes" are
Injured by them.
If your child's stomach, liver and
s
bowels need cleansing, give only
"California Syrup of Figs." Its
action Is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that It never falls to
clean the liver and bowels and sweet
en the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick child tomordell-clou-

Washington, Jan. 16. Great Britain
has addressed to President 'llson a
series of sensational charges that the
United States has been guilty of numerous violations of neutrality from
which the. entente allies have suffered
great damage. These charges are to
bo made the basis after the war for
row.
claims upon the United States.

Ask at the store for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
Under fierce attacks the
directions for babies, children
Teutonic allies have made further bas fullages
plainly
and for grown-up- s
progress against the Russians along of all
on each bottle. Adv.
capthe Sereth, southwest of Galatz,
turing the village of Kotumikboll and
boy who borrows
He's a
the town of Vadeni, on the railroad be- his ma's stocking to hang up.
tween Bralla and Galatz, six miles
from Galatz.
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
On the northern end of the Russian Croas line Blue; have beautiful, clear
clothes. Adv.
white
front, in the vicinity of Riga, the Germans delivered a heavy attack, but
The Dutch Indies in 1915 produced
were repulsed.
1,440,000 tons of petroleum.
Berlin.

long-heade-

The entente allies ave lost another war vessel In the destruction by an
explosion at Yokasuka of the Japanese battle cruiser Tsukuba.
Rome reports the capture of two
AuBlro Hungarian submarines.
Fierce fighting along the lower Sereth line resulted in the capture by
Turkish troops of the Rumanian town
of Mibalea, northwest of Bralla, and
400 men of its garrison.
Others of
tbe defending force, attempting to escape, were drowned in the Sereth.
The Bulgarians have taken a monas
tery near the confluence of the Buzou
and Sereth rivers.
Entente forces advancing toward
Stravlna in Macedonia were checked.
STELLA

SMITH

KILLS MATE.

Shoots

Chauffeui
Husband
After
Life of Wm. A. Moore.
Mrs. Stella Moore-Smitshot and killed her husband, John
Lawrence Smith, at her home, 4040
Montvlew boulevard, In the fashion
able Park Hill district, at 5:30 o'clock
Saturday morning. She is a prisoner
in the matron's quarters of be city
Jail.
The eb.oot.ing followed, Mrs.
Saving
Denver.

ACTRESS TELLS SECRET.
sctress gives the following recipe fur gray hair: To half pint of
water add 1 oz. Bar Hum, a small box 0
Barbo Compound, and lA oi. of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you car.
mix It at home at very little cost Full
directions for mnking; and use come tit
each box of Barbo Compound.
It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray
hair, and make it soft and glossy. Tt will
not color the scalp. Is not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
A well known

Ninety-thre- e
per rent of the floor of
the ocean Is devoid of vegetation.

The Havens Broa Mfg. A Supply Company,
one of tho progressive manufacturing companies of Denver, have been helping tbe
farmer thta year to beat the very high prices
of new Iron pipe, and have been furnlililng
a great deal of used pipe worked over with
new thread! and couplings upon It, which
aves the purchaser considerable money. G-material. Adv.
their prices on second-han- d
An exeremely hard artificial wood of
Germnn Invention is made of sawdust
and chloride of magnesium.
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bg Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocerr. Adv.

Sometimes a man's Judgment enables
him to do a thing almost as well as a
Smith declared In a statement made woman can do It without any Judgafter her arrest, three hours of tor- ment.
,
ture, in which her husband,
forced her to submit to indig GOOD FOR HUNGRY CHILDREN
nities; attempted to shoot her former
Children love Skinner's Macaroni
husband, William A. Moore, Denver
attorney and son of the late Bishop and Spaghetti because of its delicious
tuste.
is good for them and you
David Moore of the Methodist Epis- can giveIt them
ail they want It is a
copal church of Colorado, and made great builder of bone
and muscle, and
daugh- does not make them nervous and
threats against her
ter, Mildred Elaine Moore, who was
like meat The most economical
sleeping in the house with her.
and nutritious food known. Made from
the finest Durum wheat Write Skinner Mfg. Co., Omuhn, Nebr., for beauNebraskans Attend Cody Funeral.
It is sent free to
Denver. The Nebraska Legislature tiful cook book.
was represented at the funeral of Col. mothers. Adv.
Cody, "long a distinguished resident of
Paraguay 1ms valuable forest reNebraska," by Senators John M. Tansources, the most important of which
ner, Geo. M. Adams and B. K. Bushee,
is quebracho, particularly rich In tanand Representatives J. H. Craddock,
nin.
Geo. W.Greenawalt and F. E. Stearns.
The executive department was represented by Lieut Gov. Edgar Howard.
Knows
The party from Lincoln was Joined at
North Platte by Mayor Everett Evans,
Chas. McDonald, Gould Deltz and Thos. KIDNEYS MUST BE RIGHT TO
drink-crazed-

lrrl-tub-

.

What the Doctor

C.

Patterson.
U. 8. CRUISER

INSURE HEALTH.
WRECKED.

8
Cal. Shortly
Eureka,
after
o'clock Saturday night the last member of the crew of the cruiser Milwaukee, which went ashore near here,
was landed on the beach. Not a life
was lost and but one man was hurt
In the difficult work of rescue, which
was done through a roaring surf by
means of a breeches buoy and two
lifeboats. On board the Milwaukee,
when the current carried her Into the
surf, were eighteen officers and 421

men.

Farmer Killed When Autos Collide.
Denver. Jacob Sandhofer, 54 years
old, a
farmer of Welby,
three miles beyond the stockyards,
who came to Denver to see Buffalo
Bill's funeral procession, was killed
Sunday afternoon, when an automobile In which he and his wife and
Mrs. Townsend
Clark were riding
north on Logan street was struck by
a touring car driven east on Sixth
avenue by W. H. Martin, former
chauffeur for Governor Gunter. The
women escaped with minor scratches
and bruises.
well-to-d-

Big Parties Have 215 Members Each.
Washington. An advance list of
members of the next House of Representatives, prepared by South Trimble, clerk of the House, gives 215
Democrats, 215 Republicans, 2 Pro-

gressives, 1 Prohibitionist,
ist and 1 Independent.

1

Social-

Vice President Returns to Capital.
Phoenix, Ariz. Vice President and
Mrs. Marshall, who have been visiting here, left for Washington.

Few people realize to what extent their
health depends upon the condition of the
kidneys.

Tbe physician in nearly all cases of
serious illness, makes a chemical analysis of the patient's urine. He knows that
unless the kidneys are doing their work
properly, the other organs cannot readily
be brought back to health and strength.
When the kidneys are neglected or
bused in any way, serious results are
sure to follow. According to health statistics. Bright' Disease, which is really
an advanced form of kidney trouble,
caused nearly ten thousand deaths in one
year, in the State of New York alone.
Therefore, it is particularly necessary to
pay more attention to the health of these

important organs.
An ideal herbal compound that has had
remarkable success as a kidney remedy
is Dr. Kilmer' Swamp-Roo- t,
the great
kidney; liver and bladder remedy.
The mild and healing influence of this
most cases, is soon
Diaration, in to
sworn statement and
verified testimony of those who have used
the remedy.
When your kidney remrire attention,
get Swamp-Roo- t
at once from any pharmacy.
It is sold by every druggist in
bottle of two sizes SO and $1.00.
However, if you wish first to test this
send ten eents to Dr.
IS preparation
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
Mention this paper. Adv.

- Experience Teaches.
Splffer I have often wondered
your brilliancy, your aptness at

at
rep-urte- e,

yorr
Wiffer If it's more thnn a dollar,
old top, I can't do a thing for you.
Tm nearly broke myself.
Hla Idea.

Teacher Johnny, what Is a
Johnny A boy wot comes
with a smile on his face.

i

hypo-crit-

ei

school

Ths Spanish American
--

ACTIT. lilt

EDITOR AND PDBUBHER

u

second-cla- w

matter

Spring- Goods

I have a quantity of baled cane
hay, also shelled corn for Sale
Farm east of
at my Locust-Hi- ll
House.
School
Pleasant View
R. W. BOÜLWARE.

IRVIN OGDEN, SP.

Entered

Hay afid Corn For Sale

tthe

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

so-call- ed

THAT BOY
You've got to have faith in that
boy,
And to show him the faith
that you feel,
That you know beneath all his
alloy
Is the metal that's honest and

real.

way.
You hear them cry out now and

Aid

Luring fish by electricity is Blraply a
new and very efficient stuut to which a
few buttwlea mid an electric light may
be applied. In a recent patent for this
purpose nn inventor has provided a device, which Is intended to Induce timid
flsh to venture from their hiding plnee3
In drifts, into the open water, where
they muy be easily cuught by the patient and persistent fisherman, says
the Electrical Experimenter.
The device consists merely of nn
electric lamp Incased In a strong glass
container, a float to regulate the depth
of the glass, a coil of wire and a few
batteries to energize the lamp. The
wires are Insulated from the water by
a length of rubber tublnsr and the hut
teries stored In a portable box on
shore. The flexibility of the tubing,
however, does not permit it to bend un
der the stress of flowing water. A
small switch mounted on the outside
of the box cpmpletes or opens the circuit to the lamp at will.
When the fisherman is ready for on- eration8 he sets' his float at the proper
place and drops the iamn into the wn
ter. He then allows his line to hnnir
alongside the lnmp and proceeds to
make himself comfortable. The fish
soon crowd around to view the pIpp
trlcal dlRplay and when one attempts
to relieve the hook of its bait, the
angler pulls him in. After all of the
fish at one place have been drawn from
their hiding places, the fisherman turns
oír nis light and draws it shnrownrri
The tubing Is now coiled and nlMrl
with the lamp and float in the box con
taining the batteries and, picking up
his box and flshlne tackle. th mom
angler proceeds to invade another
.
Choice spot where the fish hnv
not been introduced to the wondera of
electricity.

The price is seventeen and half cents per yard

But we will sell them up to January 31st. at

cents per yard

the dust.

He needssuchafaith aswillshine,
As will glow and make plain
o'er his path
That he'll win, that he's starting out fine,
That he'll triumph o're evil and

I but

known what now I know
That went to school so lone asro.
I should have made the most of dnyg
i wasted In a hundred ways.
I should have early buckled in
A little lead on life to win:
I should have known how much
it

meant
To gather learning as I went;
And all the things that I despised
And left neglected, I'd have prized.

Tallest Race In World.
As a race, the tallest people in the
wM are the Bororos of the south- cut of Itrazil. They average six feet
" .
;'iur Indies in height.

Take advantage of this sale
No Combination

.

Personal

and

Floersheim
v;ui

civil "service emTfeera are
ployees working for Uncle Sam.
The health Is generally greatly Improved af ter an attack of gout.
The act or rorgtving doesn't always
take away the power of memory.
Difference between courage and
Is determined by results. .
A bed that folds into a wall and is
hidden by a pair of doors is the idea of
a Colorado Inventor.

ss

'
Mean Question.'
She (Just kissed by him) "How
loro you?" Papa said he would kill
the first man who kissed me." He
"How interesting. And did he do It?"
Judge.

9.10
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BfCALLS MAGAZINB

Jl

52 ISSUES
The favorite family weekly cf America.
12 Great Serials or Group in 1917, and
2S0 Short Storirt, a thousand Article
and Suggestion!, a thousand Funny,
ism. Special Paget for : ages.

ill McCalTs Magazine

Jifas.

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh lUlTeren (or the put thirty-fiv- e
years, and has become known as the
most reliable remedy (or Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
n
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the
(rom the Blood and healing the
portions.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh
Medicine (or a short time you will eee a
great improvement in your general
health. Start taking Hell's Catarrh Medicine at once and get rid of catarrh. Bend
(or testimoníala, free.
Toledo, Ohio. '
r. J. CHENEY At CO.,75c.
old by all Pruggtits.

12 ISSUES AID A DUSS fATTCiLI
The Fathion AUTHORITY followed
by millions of American women. You
of
will get the 12 montlJy issue
McCalVs. mrkinf not merely a "department" but a fashion rocaxin
every month of 1S17.

J
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THE YOUTH'S COMPANION for .52 weeks, and the 18:7 Home Calendar.
(Thi Oiler i to mm youth s companion suracnocrs uniy.j
MeCALL'S MAGAZINE every month for one year: also choice cf any
McCail Ureas Pattern FREE lor 2 cent extra to cover mailing.
. . .. nn. .n . turn, f . rramI f. DrtMVt fl A CC A "III IftCTTft
THE. YUU I n D tAJVii'AFirun, 3c.
iwaiwii. mfuwnwu. - w -

Natural Gift
Now

comes somebody telling us
that debates should be eliminated from
female colleges. Oh, let 'em alone.
It is a natural gift, as men know who
have marrlod noncollege girls. Hous
ton Post.

30DAYS
FreeTrial

Corn and Hay
I have some good corn in the
shock also good cane hay. baled
for sale at my farm 10 miles east
and 2 miles north of Roy.
Hal Warner, Roy N. M. T2pd.
-

Annual

Yoor Choice of Hiaely - Foar

January
Clearance Sale

THli HABIT OF TAKING COLD.

paid,
Strong, Kansas.

of Reading Like It

Come to our Store and make yourself at home.

Of Winter Goods

With many people taking cold is a
habit, but fortunetely one that is easily broken. Take a cold sponge bath
svery morning when you first get Out
Small House for Rent of bed not ice cold, but a temperature
Inquire of C.L.Wensell
of about 90 F. Also sleep with your
at the Goodman Merc. Co, window up. Do this and you will
cold. When you do take cold
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
get rid of it as quickly as possible.
HONEY;- - Two 60 lb. cans $11
Obtainablejevery where.
F. O. B. 8 oz. sample 10c pre,

$125,000.00

Total Resources,

brought;

wrath.

R. S. Wood,

.

After that date the price will be 17 half cents per yd.

You can't trust a boy to do right And had I lyiown what now I know
I should have studied long ago.
If you don't let him see that
For I have learned at bitter cost
you trust;
rhe lessons that I had and lost.
You can't be to him like a light
The American Boy,
If you hide all your faith in

'

ROY
TRUST
AND
SAVINGS
BANK

"The One Price Store"

Start Right

The problems that tomorrow

'

in large variety and latest patterns

then
That their boy won't amount
Were I once more to go to school
to a thing;
I'd learn each theorem and rule;
And he don't in this wide
Although it made me twist and squirm,
YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
With honor I would start the term ;
world of men
WE DO THE REST
do the simpler lessons well,
You've got to give faith the I'd
And then when harder tasks befell
right ring;
We are equipped to finish your
To master them I'd be equipped ;
Twas there so often that I slipped;
by the best mothods and
films
You've got to make him feel that Though eagerly I
yearned to piny,
them on the best paper,
print
you
I'd get my studies every day.
Velox,
in the least possible time.'
Feel firmly and truly his worth, Ko rule or lesson now I know
Uniform Prices.
That you know he will put
Was hard, unless I'd made it so;
And when I studied as I should
things right through,
Elk Drug Store
the day with markings
That he showed the right will And closed
Tucumcari, N, M.
good
at his birth.
With siieed and euse I always wrought

,

a bank and is often mislesding.
It requires time, energy close
attention to business and ripe
experience in banking to make
a bank. We claim all the essentials
necéscary to make our business
that of banking, and tender our
patrons a service thoroughly
seasoned by years of experience.'

Fancy Dress Ginghams

15

"Bank" does not make

The word

We received this week. One Hundred pieces of

in

Making Raid on Finny Tribe

Had

You've got to let him trustinyou
As you trust in himday by day
Youve got to have faith in the boy
If you wanthimto gothé right

as

When a Bank's a Bank

aré now arriving

Modern Izaao Walton Uses

Electric Lights
from the GoverThe f
nor's Message to the Legislature
regarding Election Laws, outline
the only right thing this Session
can do in the way of giving the
people a decent ballot to allow
our elections to continue as in
the past is, in our opinion inviting anarchy and offering conditions which warrant it.
The present election law should
be repealed. A free and untrani-mele- d
ballot is the very foundawhich rests our repub-licia- n
upon
tion
form of government.
Take away or interferejwith this
right, and our free institutions
are underminded, and in their
place is built up a monarchical
form of government. There is
an urgent need that this Assembly pass a modern and comprehensive election law, which will
secure to every voter the right
to cast his ballot in secrecy as
his best judgment dictates, and
free from interference or intimidation on the part of the
political workers. The practice of herding men and marching
them to the polls and voting them
as the bosses dictate, should be
prohibited under severe penalties.

-

Photographs
Latest Finishes
All Sizes
Call and see our complete line of

"Faultless Folders"

To whom it may concern by
some hook or crook a story has
got out that I owe every man in We have any size you may want
the country and have refused to SATIFACTION GUANTEED
pay my debts. If I owe any man
at the '
in the country it has slipped my
memory so please call and present yuur account and I will try
to settle same.
Yours respectfully,
Zoe and L. E. Deubler.
R. J. Ileflin.
Mosquero, N. M.
adv. Roy, N. M. Z Photographers.

LAFAYETTE
STUDIO

Boy's and Children's
CAPS , and Hats.
Ladies Hats

Mens and Worries Underwear,
-

fumuus 'line
of "Rangmr" Bicycles, shown In full color In our bij new Cntnlopue JJist orf the press. The1 e
1 1.76, $13. 7B, 915.73
(Hi) others, also, shown at prices rouging from
are eifrhty-thre- c
up. There is n MEAD Jlicycle for mvtry rider, at a price made possible only by cur
sales plan.
nu wri'e TODAYfor this new Catalogue of "Rntieer" Kicyc!c3.
MA
CElin
dbilU ItU niUnlsl Tire awl Sundries ntpricfliso low then will attmiOi yon. Ais,
full particulars of our grent new offer to deliver to you oil eharqr$ vrrjiaid your choice of any
of the 94 kindsof "RANGER" Bicycles you may select, fur ONE AOATiTS VRKH TIIÍAI..
Thi wonderful offer is nJ(8i)lue! genuine. Koone criticises your choice if it's a Kanger" tnu
most populur, largest selling Bicycle in the country.

TIRES,

UiPS,

Eislii-L'p-Vihc-

els

SñSX

as well as the Repnir rarts and Cninhinntion Offers for
In Bicycle equipment and
refitting your old Bicycle all shown fully Illustrated, at HALV USUAL FRWKH. Our new
Catalogue is. the largest ever issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if yon do not need n newi
Bicycle now, or Repnir Parts, Tires, etc. , for your old Bicycle, you ueed this Catalogue to tell
the prices you should pay when you do buy,
want a Rider Agent In every neighborhood to ride
BinCB IfCUTC IfJMUTEn We
and exhibit the new "UANaER." You can select the
lilULSl
arc
particular style suited to your own needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the countryevery
riding "Rangers" and taking orders fiom their friends. They ronke a good commission on
to
sol
perfected methods aud laucliiueiy tualils us
tale and so can you. Our great output,
"quality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES. Our big, new Catalogue also fives larc:
space to these lines at lowest prices. Thousands of our "bicycle" customers of a gem rntioii am
Sundries of us, because tliey know "Mead" quality aud prices are
are now buying their "Auto"
always right.
WHITE US TODAY. Do not delay. A postal request at a cost of one rent will bring yen 'the
Big catalogue DO NOT DUY until you get it aud our wonttoy ti new offers aud prices.

J.

"Ladies and Misses Cloaks,
All

Colors and
Sizes in (lie

nUkilld IsKiiltU

"RAH-RAH- "

Mens Winter Suits and Pants.
SWEATERS--

(04) Styles

L. MEAD CYCLE CO.

CHICAGO, LLIfíGIS

Kinds,

Boys Suits etc.
Old

Lady's Felt "Comfort" Siippers,

.

Included in this Sale will be many items
AT SPECIAL PRICES
. Do not Miss it.

Sale Continues During all
the month of JANUARY.
Fresh Fancy Cabbage, 4c per pound.

Goodmans
EL"The Store that Buys Your Produce"

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

-

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

THE

H

1

SOLANO

is enjoying fine
present.
health at
Mrs. P. M. Hnghes has a fine
tract adjoinwell on her
town-sitJim Christ-ma- n
ing the
drilled it and the flow of water is very strong and quality the
best. This is the first really good
well in the town.
The singing at Mr. and Mrs.
Neuman last Sunday evening was
greatly enjoyed by all.
Dude Bush has returned from
Dawson where he has been workEverybody

40-ac- re

e.

ing.

All
All

that U beautiful shall abide,
that U base shall die.

kettle with three pounds of the
knuckle of veal and four quarts of
stock. Add an onion, two claves, two
leeks, and three stalks of celery. Add
a teuspoonful of salt, simmer for three
hours, skim, strain and cool. Remove
the fat, reheat, season to taste and
serve.

Brown - Pendleton Real
Savory Rica Soup.
Agency
has sold 160 acres
Estate
a cupful of rice and boll
half
Wash
R.
Roy
to
of land for Mrs. F. A.
fifteen minutes then drain. Add a
J. Heflin for $1850. This land quart of veal stock, simmer until the
rice is done, rub through a sieve and
has no improvements.
The

To clean up the

CANDY
For every day in the year
Just Received From

re-

maining Winter Stock we
'
will sell the best of the

German Veal Soup.
.Put two pounds of the knuckle of
veul Into three Quarts Of water, with
a. carrot, an onion, a clove, suit, pepper, parsley and thyme' to season. Reheat six cupfuls of this stock, mid a
half cupful of cooked vermicelli, a
tublespoonful of chopped parsley, a
grating of nutmeg'and the yolk of an
egg blended with a half cupful of
milk. Reheat but do not boll.

Chicken Consomme.
Cut up a chicken and put Into a

.

During January

Reheat, season to taste and thicken
with two beaten eggs added with half a
cupful of cream Just before taking up.

A. S. Troup returned this week
from a holiday visit in Oklahoma

New Mexico.

ROY,

Quick Mutton and Potato Soup.
Add a cupful of cold mashed potatoes to six cupfuls of mutton stock.

Louis Neuman has returned
from working at Dawson.

We are glad to welcome A. B.
Haile and family back home

ICO

Soma Simple 8oupa.
Ai soups, are both nourlshlpg and
easy ta prepare It la wise to have a
large repertoire of them to serve as
luncheon and dinner dishes.

Chicken Broth.
Cut a chicken into small pieces and
Iut Into a kettle with two tablespoon-ful- s
of pearl barley, a pinch of caraway seed and a head of lettuce cut
fine. Cover with two quarts of cold
water, simmer four hours, skimming
Strain through a
when necessary.
sieve, season to taste and serve.

Wheat is still looking fine.

ciriocr3cir30cr3

ñ

fczraoi

noi

Saratoga Soup.
H.' E. Dean has purchased a
Strain and reheat one can of tomanew Ford car and is riding right toes. Add a half cupful of sugo and
nowadays.
cook until the sago Is clear. Add two
cupfuls of veal stock, salt, pepper,
The skating party last Sunday Worcestershire sauce to seuson, and
evening was a failure on account when boiling hot serve at once.
of the thaw spoiling the ice.

Gertrnde Bowman and Audrey
Osborn attended Literary at the
Bradley School last Friday evening.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Seasons Goods
duced Prces

at

CHICAGO

350 lbs.

re-

Quality line of Sweets

that have the "Smack"
Flannel Shirts,

Assorted Fudge, Chocolates, Bitter Sweets,

, Underwear

"RED-BOX- "

Hats,

Hose,
Shoes,

rí

DEPARTMENT
1

'v

line of good things

.V

TO EAT

Tomatoes,
Chile Tomatoes,
Corn, Pears,
String Beans,
LÜ Pine Apple
Grapes,
Peaches
ffl
J

I

No.

2451.

S-- A

Is n physical orgunlsm, only different
from other organisms in that his Is
more perfectly developed. It is certain
some fish are
fish are f .inpernmentul
sluggish, others are lively."

The Ahale and the Eagle.

Taking Him Down a Little. '
A somewhat conceited clergyman,
who was more celebrated for the
length of his sermons than for their
eloquence, onco asked the lute Father Healy what he thought of tha bns
Just preached. "Well, sir," replied the
humorist, "I like one passage exceedingly well."
"Indeed, Father Healy,
and pardon mo for asking which
you refer to?" "Well, my dear
sir," replied the wit, "the passage I refer to was that from tho pulpit to the
vestry room."

pas-sag- o

To Trade

Wc-ekl-

If 'interested inquire at

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

C.

Thos. F. Savage
Nine Years in United States
Land Office as Law Clerk
and Contest man. jjajSj-

7.

Gem Land Practice
Final
Contests,
Entries,
Proofs, Plata and Abstracts
promptly attended to.
Office 1st National Bank Bldg.
CLAYTON, N. M.

Why Women Write Good Stories.
Tho average woman possesses t
greater variety of character as of ward
robe, than does the man; sne can more
readily lay aside or suppress some im
portant part of her, and bring some
She
contrasting feature into view.
carries in herself a ready wealth that
is more applicable to the story tlrn
to painting or to music. Thus it it
that in painting and in music she 1e
to be passed by man with case, but in
the story, if at all, with greatest effort
GeorEfl M. Stratton fn the Atlantic

cough

REMEDY MOST EFFECTUAL.

Francisco Delgado. Register
0
Cough
Remedy
and
of Chamberlain's
every time it has cured me. I have
found it most effectual for a hacking
BAD HABITS.
couch and for colds. After taking it
Those who breakfast at eight o'cleck
a cough always disappears," writes J
or later, lunch at twelve and bave dinS. Moore, Lost Valley, Ga.
ner as six are almost certain to be
Obtainable everywhere.
They do not
troubled with indigestion.
allow tiwe for one meal to digest before
than five
For best results mail your taking another. Not less meals. If
between
elapse
shouid
hours

"I have taken a great many bottles

films to Lafayette Studio.
Roy, New Mexico.

you afe troubled with indigestion

Sale & Trade
Day
First Saturday of
each Month, at the
WORLEY
FEED YARD
N. Mex.
ROY.

Short Orders

your own price.
Col. F. O. WHITE,

.

will

.

...

Dec. 15,

J. Tavlob, jr., Absnacto

Completellndex to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
,

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
,ts."
straightened out and we are also prepared
;to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
.

.

-

.

.

,

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
....

to us dispatched with Promi'tne?
......All Matters entrusted
Vour Businesi Re speetf iilly Solicited

ord Accuracy

116,

Si-S-

J:

NJ-N-

Twp. 20N,

Rng 26E,

M.

CEKidd

P L Gunn
W R Holmes
All of Roy, N M.

"
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PAZ VALVERDE,
.Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Ofiice at Clayton, New Méx.,
Dec.

M.

tion to make five Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before W H Willccx US
Oil
at Hoy, 'New
omr.
".
23
I9I7
day
of
Jan,
the
Claimant names a.) witnesses;
David C. Hallard
Joseph S. Balhird
both of Albert, N. M.
Randolph N. Holt
James R. Kerlin.
both of Bueyeros, N, M.
.

Notice

is

18, 1916

hereby given that Everett

B Osborn, of Mosquero. N M,

who, on

June 12,. 1M3 mad H E sesial no 0I62C5
for the NWJ Sec 11, twp lSN,Rng,28E
N,M.P. Meridian, to make Final three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
l :n(l above desciibed,
before W. II
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at
Roy, N M, on the 2Sd of January 10l7
Claimant nanita 03 witnesses:
John McNeil
Robert F Moore
Jai .es F Smith
Roscoe D llames
All of Mosquero, N M.
PAZ VALVERDE

Register.

12

PAZ VALVERDE,

Reglstei
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Mora, New Mexico

ty

Dec. 18,

Notice is hereby given that
Benson G Hall, of Roy, N M, who on
March 28, 1912 made n E, serial 0144(2
for lots 11 & 12 and Nwl-SWSec V2,
NEi-SW- i,
Sec 1 and

PMHooptr

who on Feb. 5, 1912 made II E no. 014359
sec. 5,
sec. 8, WJ-SW- J
for NW1-NWNEi-SE- i
sec, 6, twp. 21N, rng. S0E N M
V. Meridian, has liled notice of inten-

ROY, N. M.

Tom

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,

con-dudu- ct

Notice is hereby piven that
John Gallagher, of De Haven, N.

at Home Restaurant,

S--

U. Strong, County Treasurer

Obtain4.tíe everywhere.

this-mark-

Department of the Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

and Insurance
Sure Jy Bonds

cor-

rect your habits take Chamberlain's
Tablet, and you may reasonably hope
for quick recovery. These tablets
strengthen the stomach and enable it
to perform its functions naturally.

P. Meridian has filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to
establish cl. i n to the land above
Bring what you have to sell or described, before F. II. Foster, U, S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
trade and find a Market for it.
1917.
buy
at N M on the 23.1 day of Jan.
to
et
Come to
Claimant names as vdtnesscs:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION;

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans
Office

CHAa'PERLAIN'S

these sales

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claude W. Vendel of Trementina. N.M.
Francisco Chaves of Trementina N.M.
of Trementina, N. M.
E. B. Crcpp
of Trementina, N M.
Howe,
M.
J.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

PHONE at Springer.

Rural-Communi-

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

'

owner can be seen personal!?.

ROY, N. M.

E

1

for Ladies and Gentlemen
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone else.
In the FOSTER BLOCK
Mrs. J. E. Wiidman, Prop'r.

jured naturalists have yet to discover. It is this pressure thut prevents
n modern submarine from descending
more than seme 300 feet. Engle-- have
been seen, through telescopes, to fly
with apparent rase from 30,000
At that Three Lots in the best locafeet above sea level.
height no human being can live, ow- tions in SHAWNEE, OKLA.
ing to the rnreflcatlon of the air. How
people.
the birds live and fly at far greater a College town of16,CC0
heights than mun can endure is anWill trade for patented land
other question still unanswered.
Pearson's
on the Roy Mesa.

Roy Telephone Co.

'"

IAJplace to eat

(lint whales occasionally descend as
fur ns 3,000 feet below the surface of
the sea a depth at which, from the
pressure of water, they ought to Im
crushed flat. Why they are not in-

t intnntinn to make Final Three

fear Proof, to establish claim to the
land above describe.!, before J. F, Uarbin, U. S. Commissioner, at Luervo
N. M. on the 19th day of reo. law.

i

Regular Meals

the

Let us prove it to you.

J

V

1,

SW1-SW-

Southwestern Hotel

HOOto
io

Roy, Ntw Mexico

We kill nothing but young, fat There are two animals that puzzle
Stock and sell only the Best naturalists more than any others. They
ure Nature's submarine and aeroplane
Meats the country produces.
whale and the eagle. It Is known

1

SOON

THE HOME RESTAURANT

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Sa ta Fe, New Mexico.
Jan. 2, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
Jamis Taylor, of Trementina, N. M.
Who, on Dec. 0, 1913, made Home
stead entry No. 020407, fcr SJ NW1
Sec. 14, E NEi Sec. ;5.nd uec. u
1914, made Add
Homesieau euwj
N1N-i
022341 for the NWJ-NESec. 10 Township
J
15,
Sec.
Mendiaf
16 N. Range 23E. N.M.P.
has Died notice

-

in America

Expanding Feet
Several nerro waiter! were aUndint
at a railroad station in a southern
town discussing the merits of one ot
their fellow craftsmen. "Dat nigger
Henry sure am a hustler, but w'en he
moves his feet dey look lalk pancakes," said one. "Pancakes!" shoutod
another. "W'i man. w en flat nigger
gits good an' goin' dam feet, o' hls'n
don' resemble no pancakes aey jes
lalk a embrallcr, all spread out."

i

liem.

of Springer, N. M.. will be in

the Best
Madg Rat

f

.

book Agent s Palaver.
After vou heur tho agent talk about
he booka no's soiling, you wonder how
aa can have the heart to part witn

Dentist-- Roy

I
I

'

In the District Court,

witnesses:
Andres Jaramlllo
David Aranda,
Manuel Rueño,
Miiruel Martinez,
all of Gallegos, N. M.

Dr. H.S. Murdoch,

STETSON
HATS

MVMWMMM

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Nl-S-

Hard Workers.

$5,00

V

i

Dee. 24, 1914,
I, Manuel Aranda, of Gallegos, N.
M. who. n July 5th, 1911, mado II. E.
sec 6
serial No. 013416 for NWJ-SW- J
sWl-NK- l
6.
section
and
and
Twn. I7N. Rhir. 29E, N M P Meridian
hereby give notice of my intention' to
make Five Year Proof, to cstabim
my claim to the land above described,
before Juanita 0. Gonzales, U S corni
al Gallegos, N. M.(on the 5th day or
Feb, 1917, by two of tho following

No man can ncem to work harder
than a person who doesn't really accomplish anything.

,

New Mexico

'

Tito Melendez,

D

$6.00

DO'

v

$2.50

J

at Clayton,

Office

Clerk.

f

JjJ éí j&
i&Íy

15 c. to 25c a can

Department of the Interior U S Land

..Vi

avUl
m

In the District Court, County of llora
No. 2465
H. A. Jolly
VS
Virginia Jones, alias Hall,' alias Vir
ginia Jolly.
The said defendant. Virginia Jones,
alios Hall, alias Virginia Jolly, is hereby notified that a suit in Divorce has
been commenced against you in the
District Court for tho County of Mora
State of New Mexico, by said tí. A.
Jolly, plaintiff, on the grounds that
said defendant misrepresented herself
to be a single person and unmarried,
for habitual drunkeness and consequent
neglect of duty.
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered vour appearance ih said suit
on or before the Fifteenth day of Jan
uary A. D, 1917, decree PRO CONFES- SO therein will be rendered against
you,
J, Frank Curns, Esq.
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
(SEAL)

VPorl
Family

ú$
9

Notice For Publication

Attorney for Plaintiff

BROWN
SHOES,

I

We have a fresh

-

In JUDGE FOSTER'S OFFICE
used to be)
(Where the
GIBSON & CANTRELL,

s,

SELZ

reheat. Thicken with the yolks of two
eggs beaten smooth with half a cupful STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)S3.
of cream, season to taste and serve
$100,000.00 to Loan
)
County of Mora
thicka
For
croutons.
very
with
hot
percent
at 9
ening butter and flour may be used
'
"
' We have the above amount of Instead of the egg.
Floersheim Mercantile Co. Plaintiff,
v
money to loan on farms on this
Puree of Carrot.
Defendant,
Abelino Trujillo, .
mesa. 9 percent 1 percent com
Slice thin six fresh young carrots.
Pry brown In butter, add sugar and
mission- no inspection fees.
The said defendant, Abelino Trujillo
sufficient beef stock to make
salt
Inspector will be here in about the and
required amount of soup. Sim is hereby notified that a suit to Quiet
30 days. File applications now.
meruntll the carrots are tender, put Title has been commenced against you
them through a sieve, reheat and serve in the, District Court for the Ceunty of
j J. L. HAYES Real Estate Co. with, croutons. A binding of butter Mora, State of New Mexico, by said
and flour may be used if desired.
Plaintiff, Floersheim Mercantile Com
J)ffiice with F. H. Foster, U.S.
pany, being Cause No. 2451, to quiet
Commissoher, ROY, N. M.
title to that certain tract and parcel 6f
land situate in the County of Mora and
State of New Mexico, described at folCatarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL. APPLICATIONS, as they Ever See a Fish's "Soul"?
and
lows
cannot reach the scat or the disease.
26E. contain19
Range
N.
In
His
Township
Face.
Right
25
Look
Kreatly
In
.
Catarrh is a local disease.
fluenced by constitutional conditions, and
title
plaintiff's
160
acres.
That
ing
In order to cure It you must take an
Fish enn not sing or dance, or attend thereto be forever quieted and set at
Internal remedy. Hall's Catarrh Medicine is taken Internally and acts thru
parties except in an unfortu rest, and for the costs of this action.
the blood on the mucous surfaces of the dinner
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine was nnte capacity but they have souls That unless you enter or cause to be
by one of the best physicians snld Dr. I'uul Burtsch, curator of the
firescrlbed
entered vour appearance in said suit
for years. It Is comNotionul Museum, before the Aqua
posed of some of the best tonics known,
or bjfore the 5th day of March A.D.
on
blood
some
the
best
of
combined with,
!
rium Society.
purifiers. The perfect combination of
1917,
decree PRO CONFESSO therein
"If you want to know whether a certhe Ingredients In Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what pr, uces such wonderful tain fish is kindly disposed to you, will be rendered against you.
results in catarrhal conditions. Send for look nt its face," advised Dr. Burtsch.
testimonials, free.
Dated this 8th day of January 1917.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
"The physiognomy of a fish reveals Its
7Bc.
Druggists,
All
churucter, Just in the same way that
J. B, Lusk, Roy New Mexico
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
a niun's most secret traits are ImAttorney for Plaintiff
printed on his face.
Pedro A. Ortega
"If a humun being has a soul, why
Dist. Court Clurk.
0
Mun
animals?
not concedo one to other

FARMERS
MEAT MARKET

Cocoanut-Mound-

'

0

t

s,

25 to 35c.

Gloves,

In the GROCERY

n

assorted-Chocolate-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Dec,

14, 191(1

Notice is hereby given that
Leo M. wagner, of Roy, N. M. who on
March, 20th, 1913 made H E No. 015749
for SE1, sec. 30, twp. 20 N, rng.
27 K. NMP Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. Fos
ter U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
Mex.on the 22d day of Jan. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. F. Cole,
P. M. Hooper,
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Morris Baker,
1.20
all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
December 18, 1916
Notice is hereby given that David
Esquibel of Roy, N M, who cn Nov. 24,
1913 made H E 0172C9 for the
SWJ-SSeciO;
SW1-SSec 15 Twp 18N, Rng 26E
N M P Meridian has filed notice of intention to make three year final proof,
to establish claim to tha land above deW, H, Willcox
scribed, before
U s com, at Roy N M on the
23d day of January, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Leopoldo Andradc,.
Allejandro Maes-ta- s,
Marcelino Esquibel, . Juan Isidro
Romero all of Roy, N M.
1

J:

PAZ VALVERDE
.

S

.

Register

Ut

tr

CHAMIS NPILLE BUCK
"AUTHOPof

CUMBERLAND?'

ILLU5TKATI

IODES
ix.

NZVJLLC
BUCK

m

Juanita Holland, a Philadelphia young
woman of wealth, on her journey with
her suida, Good Ana Talbott, Into the
heart of the Cumberland to becoma a
teacher of the mountain children, falnti
at the door of Flelch McNaah'a cabin,
while resting there aha overhears a talk
between Bad Anae Haver, chief of hia
lan, and one of hla henchmen that ao
feud,
ualnta her with the
uanlta haa an unorofllable talk with Bad
Ana and they become antagonista. Cal
Douglas of the Havey clan la on trial In
Peril, for the murder of Noah Wyatt. a
McBiiar. In the nKht Juanita heara
leuaisia nue past the McNaah cabin.
Juanita and Dawn McNaah becoma
friends. Cal Doukiaa h acquitted. Naah
Wyatt attempu to kill him but la himself killed by the Haveys. Juanita goes
to Uve with the Widow Everson. whose
boys are outside the feud.
Milt McBrtar.
head of his clan, meeta Bad Anse there
and disclaims responsibility for Wyatt'a
attempt to kill Douglas. They declare a
truce, under pressure from Good Ansa
Talbott. Juanita thlnka she finds that
Bad Anse Is opposing her efforts to buy
land and build a school. Milt McBrtar
breaks the truce by having Fletch
murdered. Jeb McNaah begs Bad
Anse to tell him who killed his father,
but la not told. Juanita and Bad Anse
further misunderstand each other. Bad
Anse Is bluer, but tells Juanita he doea
not fight women and will give her land If
aeceaeary. Juanita gets her land and
cabin. Old Bob McOreegor Incites Jeb
McNash to murder Young Milt McBrlar,
but Jeb refrains as he Is not sure Young
Milt la the taurderer.

I

Havey-McBrl-

ar

Mo-Na-sh

XII

Continued.

Dawn turned away and went stalking along the woodland path without a
backward glance, and Milt followed at
her beela, wltb Juanita, much amused,
bringing up the rear. The easterner
thought that these two young folks
made a splendid pair, specimens of the
best of the mountains, as yet unbroken
by heavy harness.
Then, as the
younger girl passed under a swinging
rope of wild grapevine, stooping low,

-

a tendril caught In ber hair.
Without a word Young Milt bent for
ward and was freeing It, tingling
through bis pulses as bis fingers
touched the heavy black mass, but aa
soon as she was loose the girl sprang
away and wheeled, her eyes blazing.
"How dast ye" tech me?" she demanded, panting with wrath. "How
dast ye?"
The boy laughed easily. "I dast do
anything I wants." he told her.
For a moment they stood looking at
each other, then the girl dropped her
eyes, but the anger bad died out of
them, and Juanita saw that, despite
her condescending air, she was not
displeased.
Juanita, of course, knew nothing of
Jeb's suspicions that had led him Into
the laurel, but even without that Information, when Young Milt met them
more often than could be attributed
to chance on their walks and fell into
the habit of strolling back with them,
strong forebodings began to trouble
her
And one morning these forebodings
were verified In crisis for, while the
youthful McBrlar lounged near the
porch of Juanlta'8 cabin talking with
Dawn, another shadow fell across the
sunlight: the shadow of Jeb McNash.
He had come silently, and it was only
aa Young Milt, whose back had been
turned, shifted bis position, that the
two boys recognized each other.

Juanita

1.

-

I

SYNOPSIS.

CHAPTER

i

mi

saw the

start

and stalked away, even before the com'
Ing of the note she knew what would
happen, and what would happen not
only In this instance, but in others
like It This would not be Just losing
Dawn, bad aa that was. It would be
paralysis and death to the school; It
would mean the leaving of every Havey boy and girl
So she stood there, and afterward
aid quietly: "Milt, I guess you'd bet
ter go," and Milt had gone gravely and
unquestlonlngly, but with that in his
eye which did not argue brightly tor
restoration of peace between his house
and that of his enemy.
When the two girls had gone together Into the cabin Dawn stood with
a face that blanched aa she began to
realize what It all meant, then slowly
she stiffened and her hands, too,
clenched and her eyes kindled.
She came across to the chair Into
which the older girl had dropped list
lessly and, falling to ber knees, seized
both Juanlta's hands. She seized them
tightly and fiercely, and her eyes were
blazing and her voice broke from ber
Upa In turgid vehemence.
ter leave yet" cried
"I hain't
Dawn. "I hain't
ter do it"
No word had been spoken of ber
leaving, but In this life they both knew
that certain things bring certain re
sults, and they were expecting a note
from Bad Anse.
"I hope not dear," said Juanita, but
without conviction.
Then the mountain girl sprang up
and became transformed. With her
rigid figure and blazing eyes she
seemed a torch burning with all the
pent-uheritage of her past
"I tells ye I ain't
ter leave
ye!" she protested, and her utterance
swelled to fiery determination. "Es
fer Milt McBrlar, I wouldn't spit on
him. I hates him. I hates his mur- derln' breed. I hates 'em like" she
paused a moment, then finished
"like all bell. I reckon
I'm es good a Havey as Jeb. I hain't
seen Jeb do nothin' ylt."
Again she paused, panting with pas
sionate rage, then swept on while Juanita looked at ber sudden metamorphosis Into a fury and shuddered.
"When I wasn't nothin' but a baby I
fotched victuals ter my klnfolks a
hldln' out from revenuers. I passed
right through men tbet war
'em. I've done served my klnfolks
afoie, an' I'd do hit ergln, but I reckon
I hain't
ter let 'en take me
p

away from ye."
Juanita could think of only one step
to take, so she sent Jerry Everson for
Brother Talbott, whom she bad seen
riding toward the shack hamlet In the
valley.
"Thar hain't but one thing thet ye
kin do," said Good Anse slowly when
he and Juanita sat alone over the problem with the note of Havey command
lying between them. "An' I hain't noways sartaln thet hitil come ter

books.

It might have surprised his newspaper biographers to know how deeply
be had conned the few volumes on the
rotting shelves of the brick bouse, or
how deeply he had thought along some
lines. It might have amazed them bad
they heard the fire and romance with
which he quoted the wise counsel of
the foolish Polonius. "Beware of entering a quarrel, but being In, so bear
tbee that the opposer may beware
of thee."
As to entering a quarrel, It sufficed
his logic that be had been born Into It;
that he had "helred" his hatreds.
And because in these parts his fa
ther had held almost dictatorial powers, It bad pleased him to send his son.
Just come to bis majority, down to the
state capital as a member of the legislature, and the son had gone to ait for
a while among lawmakers.
XIII.

long ago.
over which his
The quarter-centurmemory traveled bad brought changes
even to the hills.
The impalpable
ghost of decay moves slowly, with no
sound saVe the occasional click of a
sagging door here and the snap of a
years It
cord there, but in twenty-fivgeneration
moves and an Inbred
Since
comes to impaired manhood.
Bad Ansa himself had returned from
Frankfort his house had been tenanted
only by men, and an atmosphere of
grimnesa hung In Its shadows. A half- dozen unkempt and loutish kinsmen
dwelt there with him, tilling the ground
and ready to bear arms. More than
once they had beer; needed.
It was to this plaoe that Juanita Hol
land and the preacher were making
their way on that October afternoon.
'
;i l
im
At the gate they encountered a soli
Go With Me?" She Aakel tary figure gazing stolidly out to the
front, and when their coming roused
a Little Weakly.
It out of Its gloomy reverie It turned
nothin'. Ye've got ter go over thar and presented the scowling face of
an' have speech with Anse."
.
Jeb McNash.
Juanita drew back with a start of
'Where air they?" 'he demanded
distaste and repulsion. Yet she had wrathfully. wheeling upon the two arknown this all along.
rivals, and then he repeated violently:
"Ye see," she heard the missionary By heaven, where air they? Why
saying, "tbar's Jest one way Anse kin hain't ye done fotcbed Dawn and
handle Jeb, an' nobody else kaln't Jesse ?'r
handle him at all. He thinks he's
"Jeb." said the missionary quietly,
right. I reckon ef ye kin persuade we done come over hyar fust ter her
Anse ter reason with him yeil hev ter spuech with Anse Havey. Whar'a he
promise that Young Milt hain't
at?"
ter hang round hyar."
'I reckon he's in his house, but ye
"I'd promise almost anything. I can't hain't answered my question. I'm ther
one for ye ter talk ter fust. Hit's my
give them up 1 can't I can't!"
"Ef Anse didn't pertect little Dawn sister ye've done been sufferln' ter
from the McBrlars. Jeb would, ter a consort with murderers, an' hit's me
God's certainty, kill Young Milt," went ye've got ter reckon with."
on the preacher, and the girl nodded
Brother Talbott only nodded. "Son."
miserably.
he gently assured him, "we alms ter
"I don't low ter blame ye none," be talk with you, too, but I reckon ye
said slowly, almost apologetically, 'feut hain't got no call ter hinder us from
I've got ter say hit Hit's a pity ye've bavin' speech with Ansa first"
teen fit ter say so many bitter things
For a moment Jeb stood dubious,
ter Anse. Mountain folks air mighty then he Jerked his head toward the
easy hurt In their pride an' no one house.
y
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A stronger thing to Juanita Holland
than the personal disappointment
which had driven her to this work was
now ber eager, fiery Interest In the
undertaking Itself. In these months
she had disabused herself of many
prejudices. There remained that lingering one against the man with whom
she had not made friends.
The thing she bad set out to do was
a hundredfold more vital now than it
had been when it stood for carrying
out a dead grandfather's wluh. She
had been with these people In childbirth and death, in sickness and want;
she had seen summer go from Its tender beginning to a vagabond end with
Its tattered banners of ripened corn;
antumn bad blazed and flared into
high carnival.
As young Jeb bad turned on his heel

foot-trai-

In other years Bad Anse Havey re
membered the days In that house when
the voices of women and children bad
been raised in song and laughter. Then
the family had gathered In the long
winter evenings before the roaring
backlogs, and spinning wheel and quilting frame bad not yet gone to the cobwebs of the cockloft But that was

with which

I'll have to ask you to send the McNash
children over to my house. Jeb doesn't
want them to be consorting with the McBrlar. and I can't blame him. He la the
head of hia family.
Respectfully,
ANSE HAVEY.

1
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CHAPTER

Jeb'a figure stiffened and grew taut.
She saw bis hands clench themselves
and bis face turn white as chalk; saw
bis chest rise and fall under heavy
breathing that hissed through clenched
teeth, and her own heart pounded with
wild anxiety.
But Milt McBrlar's face showed
nothing. His father's masklike calmness of feature had come down to him,
and as be read the meaning of the
other boy's attitude be merely nodded
and said casually: "Howdy, Jeb."
Jeb did not answer. He could not
answer. He was training and punishing every fiber cruelly simply in
standing where he was and keeping
his bands at his sides For a time
he remained stiff and white, breathing
spasmodically; then, without a word,
he turned and atalked away.
That moon a horseman brought a
note across the ridge, and as Juanita
Holland read It she felt that all ber
dreams were crumbling that the soul
of them was paralyzed.
w lifi
;
It was a brief note, written In a
copybook band, and It ranf
"Will You

'

"

cross him
nu?r dared
afora."
"No," she cried bitterly, "ha win wel
come the chance to humiliate and to
refuse my plea. ' He has been waiting
for this; to see me coma to him a suppliant on bended knee, and then to
laugh at me and turn me away." She
paused and added brokenly: "And yet
I've got to go to him In surrender to
be refused but III go,"
"Listen," said the preacher, and his
words carried that soft quality of pad
flcatton which she had once or twlco
hoard before. "Tbar's a heap worse
fellers than Bad Anse Havey. Ef ye
could Jest bev seed yore way ter treat
him a leetle dlff'rent "
"How could I?" demanded Juanita
hotly. "How could I be friends with a
murderer and keep my
The brown-faceman looked up at
ber and spoke simply.
"I've done kept mine," he said.
The girl rose.
"Will you so with me?" she asked a
little weakly.
"I dont feel quite
strong enough to go over there alone.
While they are humbling me I would
like to have a friend at band. I think
It would help a little."
"I'm ready now," and ao, with the
man who had guided her on other missions, she set out to make what terms
she could with the enemy she had so
stubbornly defied.
It seemed an Interminable Journey,
though they took the short cut of the
l
over the bills.
The house that bad come down to
Anse Havey had been built almost a
century before.
It was originally
placed In a section so large that elsewhere It would have been a domain a
tract held under the original Virginia
grant. Since those days much of It
had been parceled out as marriage por
Hons to younger generations.
Cabins that had once housed slaves,
bams, a smoke-bousan Icehouse, and
a small hamlet of dependent shacks
clustered about a clearing which had
been put there rather to ao1d surprise
than to give space for gardening. The
Havey of two generations ago had
been something of a hermit scholar,
and In his son bad lurked a diminishing craze for books and an Increasing
passion for leadership.
The feud bad blazed to Ita fiercest
heat In his day, and the father of Bad
Anse Havey had been the first Bad
Anse. His son had succeeded to the
title aa a right of heritage, and had
been trained to wear It like a fighting
man. Though he might be a wbelp of
the wolf breed, the boy was a strong
whelp and one In whom slept latent
possibilities and anomalous qualities,
for in him broke out afresh the love of

hatnt
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"Go on In thai, of ye sees fiu t
hain't got no license ter stop ye." be
aid curtly; "but dont aim ter leave
thout seein' me, too."
Several shaggy retainers were lounging on the front porch, but aa Good
Ansa Talbott and Juanita turned In at
the gate these henchmen disappeared
Inside. They would all be there to wit
ness ber humbling, thought the girl
It would please him to receive ber
with hia Jackal pack yelping derisively
about him.
Then she saw another figure emerge
from the dark door to stand at the
threshold, and the flush In her cheeks
grew deeper. Bad Anse Havey stood
and waited, and when they reached the
steps of the porch he came slowly for
ward and said gravely, "Come Inside.
He led the way, and they followed In
silence.

the porch a little spell? I'd like to
'
talk with this lady by herself.""
When he had gone there was a short
silence, which Havey finally broke
with a question:
"Why didn't ye say all these things
"
to Jeb? 1 sent the letter on his
'

say-so.-

,

I'd glaoty go out an' otra,
myself at a sacrifice to bring It about.
You call me an outlaw well, I've
laws an' I've done broke tbm,
an' I've seen Just about as Much
crookedness an' lawlessness at na
and of the game as at the other."
"But schools?" demanded Juanita.
"Why wouldn't they help your dream
toward fulfillment?"
"I ain't against no school that can
begin at the right tfid. I'm against
every school that can only onsettle
an' teach dissatisfaction with bumble
Uvin' where folks haa got to Uva
blood-spllll-

.ca-mad-

"But you sent It and all the Havey
power Is In your hands. Jeb wouldn't
understand such a plea. I come to the
fountalnhead. My school la not a Havey school nor a McBrlar school. It is
meant to open Its doors to both sides
of the ridge, regardless of factions."
"Did young Milt come there ter git humble."
He paused and paced the room. Ha
eddlcatlon? I thought he went to college down below." The question car- was no longer the man who bad
ried an undernote of Irony.
seemed the Immovable stole His ayea
were far away, looking beyond the
Juanita shook her head.
"No," she answered. "He came there horizon Into the futura.
might have
as any other passer-b"It's took your people two centuries
come, and he hasn't come often. Let to get where they're atandln' today,"
me keep the children and he shan't he broke out abruptly, "an' fer tbem
two hundred years we've been stand
come again."
For a time Bad Anse stood there re- In' still or goln' back. Now ya come
garding ber with a steady and pterc- - down here an' seeks to jerk my people
up to where ye stands In the bllnkln'
of an eye. Ye comes lookln' down on
'em an' pityin' 'em because tbey won't
oat outen your band. They'd rather be
eagles than song-birdIn a cage, even
if eagles are wild an' lawless.
Ye
comes bere an' straightway tells 'em
that their leaders are Infamous. Do
ye offer 'em better leaders?
Ye
refuses the aid of men that know 'em-- men
of their blood an' go your own
way. Do ye see any reason
Ignorant
C
why I should countenance ye? Dont
ye see ye're Just ascatterln' my sheep
before tbey knows how to herd themy

Juanita found herself In the largest
room she bad yet seen In the moun
tains a room dark at its corners de
spite a shaft of sun that slanted
through a window and fell on a heavy
table In a single band of light. On the
table lay a Utter of pipes, loose to
bacco, cartridges and several books.
Down the stripe of sunlight the duBtmotes floated In pulverized gold, and
the radiance fell upon a book wblcb
lay open, throwing It Into relief, so
that as the girl stood uncertainly near
the table she read at the top of a pago
the caption, "Plutarch'a Lives."
But she caught her breath In relief.
for the retainers had disappeared.
Bad Anse stood Just at the edge of
t
with one side of his
the
face lighted and the other dark.
But if to the girl the whole picture
was one of somber composition and
color, It presented a different aspect
to Bad Anse himself as the young
mountaineer stood facing the door.
"We've done come ter bev speech
"1
with ye, Anse," Talbott began.
reckon ye know what hit's erbout"
The Havey leader only nodded, and
his steady eyes and straight mouth-lindid not alter their sternness of expression.
He saw the stifled little gasp with
which the girl read the ultimatum of
bis set face and the sudden mist of
tears which, In spite of herself,
blurred her eyes. He pushed forward
a chair and gravely Inquired: "Hadn't
ye better set down, ma'am?"
She shook her head and raised one
hand, which trembled a little, to brush
the hair out of ber eyes.
Palpably she was trying to speak,
and could not for the moment command her voice. But at last she got
herself under control, and ber words
came slowly and carefully.
"Mr. Havey, I have very little reason
t expect consideration from you.
Cren now. If it were a question of
pleading for myself, I would die first,
but It isn't that" She paused and
shook her bead. "You told me that I
must fall unless I came to you. Well,
I've come I've come to humiliate myself. I guess I've come to surrender."
His face did not change and he did
not answer. Evidently, thought the
girl bitterly, she had not sufficiently
abased herself. After a moment she
went on In a very tired, yet a very
eager voice.
"You are a man of action, Mr. Ha
vey. I make my appeal to your manhood. I suppose you've never had a
dream that has come to mean everything to you but that's the sort of
dream I've had. That little girl, Dawn,
wants a chance. Her little brother
wants a chance. I've humbled myself
to come and plead for them. If you
k.ke them away from me you will
smash my school. I don't underestimate your power now. Children are
Just beginning to come to me, and if
you order these to leave, the others
will leave, too, and they won't come
back. It will kill my school. If that's
your purpose, I guess It's no use even
to plead. I know you can do It and
yet you told me you weren't making
war on me."
"I reckon," interrupted Brother Talbott slowly, "ye needn't have no fear
of thet, ma'am.
Anse wouldn't do
thet."
"But If you aren't doing that," went
on Juanita, "I want to make my plea
just for the sake of these children of
your own people. I'm ready to accept
your terms. I'm ready to abase and
humble my own pride, only, for God's
sake, give them a chance to grow clean
and straight and break the shackles
of Illiteracy."
She waited for the man to reply, but
be neither spoke nor changed expression, so with an effort she went on.
unconsciously bending a little forward
In her eagerness:
"If you could see the way Dawn has
unfolded like a flower, the thirsty in
telllgence with which she has drunk
up what I have taught her; the way
it has opened new worlds to her; I
don't think you could be willing to
plunge her back Into drudgery and Ig
norance. She Is a woman, or soon
will be, Mr. Havey. You don't need
-

sun-shaf-
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women In your feuds."
Again came the cautioning voice of
the preacher in his effort to keep ber
away from antagonizing lines.
"They hain't boen called away fer no
reason like thet, ma'am." But Juanita

continued, ignoring the "yarning:
"The other boy is too young for you
to use yet. Let him at least choose
for himself. Let him reach the age
when he shall have enough knowledge
of both sides to make bis own choice
fairly. I'm not asking odds. You
have Jeb, and be wears your trademark in bis face. The bitterness that
lurks there shows, that he Is wholly
your vassal; yours and the feud's.
Doesn't that satisfy you? Won't you
let the others stay with me?"
She broke off with a gasp. Anse

selves?"
"I'm afraid," said the girl very slowly and humbly, "tbat l ye been a fool."
"Ye says the boy Jeb wears my
trademark In the hate that's on bis
face," continued Anse Havey passionately. "He's been here with me
with them fellers In Plutarch
and Shakespeare. If I can curb blm
an' keep him out of mischief he's goln'
down to Frankfort some day an' learn,
his lessons In the legislature. He ain't
goln' to no college, because I aims to
fit him for his work right bere. I
seek to have fellers like him guide
these folks forward. I don't aim to,
have them civilized by beln' wiped out
an' trod to death."
He paused, and Juanita Holland repeated helplessly, "I've been a fool!"
"I reckon ye don't know that young
Jeb McNash thinks little Milt kilt
Fletch, an' that one day he laid out in
the la'rel to kill little Milt," Bad Anse
pursued. "Ye don't know that the only
reason he stayed bis hand was that
I'd got his promise ter bide his time.
But I reckon ye do know that If Milt
was killed by a Havey all that's transpired In ten years wouldn't make a
patch on the
that'd go on
hereabouts In a week. Do ye think It'a
strange thet Jeb don't want his slBter
consortln' with the boy that be thinks
murdered his father?"
Juanita rose from her chair, feeling
like a pert and cocksure Interloper
who had been disdainfully looking
down on one with a vision Immeasurably wider and surer than ber own.
At last she found herself asking: "But
surely Young Milt didn't kill Fletch.
Surely you don't believe that?"
"No, I know he didn't; but there'
Just one way I can persuade young
Jeb to believe It an' that's to tell

For a Time Bad Anse Stood There
Regarding Her With a Steady and
Piercing Gaza.'
Ing gaze, while his brows drew together In a frown rather of deep
thoughtfulness than of displeasure
"I asked Brother Talbott to go ont,"
he Anally said, "because I didn't bardly
want to hurt, your feelln's by telling
you before him that your school can't
last You're goln' about It all the
wrong way, an' It's worse to go about
a good thing the wrong way than to
go about a bad thing the right way. I
told ye once that ye couldn't change
the hills, an' that ye'd change first
yourself. I say that again. Ye can't
take fire out of blood wltb books. But
If ye've done persuaded Brother Anse
that yoU're doln' good, I didn't want
blm to hear me belittle ye."
Anse Havey went to the window.
where he drank deeply of the spiced
air. Then he began to speak again,
aed this time It waa in a voice the girl
bad never heard a voice that held the
fire of the natural orator and tbat was
colorful with emotion.
"The first time ye saw me ye made
up your mind what character of man I
was. Ye made It up from hearsay evt
dence, and ye ain't never give me a
chance to show ye whether ye was
right or wrong. Ye say I've never
dreamed a dream. Good God! ma'am,
I've never bad no true companionship
except my dreams. When 1 was a
little barefoot shaver I used ter sit
there by tbat chimley an' dream
dreams, an' one of 'em's the biggest
thing In my Ufe today. There were
men around Frankfort, when I was In
the legislature, that 'lowed I might go
to congress If I wanted to. I didn't
try. My dream was more to me than
congress an' my dream was my own
people: to stay here and help 'em."
He stepped over to the table and.
with a swift and passionate gesture,
caught up two books.
"These are my best friends," he said.
and she read on the covers, "Plu
tarch's Lives" and "Tragedies of Wil
liam Shakespeare."
The girl looked up in amazement
and she met in his gaze a fire and eagerness which silenced her.
She felt a wild thrill of admiration
not such as any other man had ever
caused, but such as she had felt when
she watched the elemental play of
lightning and thunder and wind along
the mountain tops.
CHAPTER

XIV.

"It's only lonesome people," Anse
Havey went on, "that knows how to
love an' dream. I've stood up there on
the ridge with Julius Caesar and Alexander the Great, an' It seemed to
me that 1 could see 'em as plain as I
see you now. I could see the sun
shlnin' on the eagles of the legion an'
the shields of the phalanx. I'm rich
enough, 1 reckon, to live amongst other
men that read books, but a dream
keeps me here. The dream Is that
some day these here mountains shall
come Into their own. These people
have got It In 'em ter be a great
people, an' I've stayed here because 1
aimed to try an' help 'em."
"But," she faintly expostulated, "you
seem to stand for the very things that
hold tbem back. You speak almost
reverently of their killing Instinct and
you oppose schools."
The man shook hla head gravely and

hell-raisi-

him who did."
His eyes met hers and for a moment
lighted with Irony. "If I did that. I
reckon Jeb would be wlllln to let ye
keep Dawn an' Jesse an', of course,
he'd kill the other man. Do ye want
me to do it?"
He moved to the closed door and
paused with his hand on the knob.
"No, stop!" she almost screamed.
"It would mean murder. Merciful
God, It's so hard to decide some

things!"
Anse Havey turned back to the
room.
"I Just thought I'd let ye see that
"Ye
for yourself," he said quietly.
ain't hardly been able ter see why It's
hard for us people to decide 'em."
Suddenly a new thought struck her,
and It brought from her a sudden
question.
"But you know who the
murderer is, and you have spared

him?"
The man laughed.
"Don't fret yourself, ma'am.
The
man that 'killed Fletch has left the
mountains, an' right now he's out of
reach. But he'll be back some day,
an' when he comes 1 reckon the first
news yeil hear of him will be that
he's dead." Once more It was the implacable avenger that spoke.
The girl could only murmur In per
plexlty: "Yet you have kept Jeb in
Ignorance. I don't understand."
"I've got other plans fer Jeb," said
Bad Anse Havey. "I dont 'low to let
blm be a feud killer. There's others
that can attend to tbat."
He flung the door open and called
Jeb, and a moment later the boy. black
of countenance, came in and stood
glaring about with the sullen defiance
of a young bull Just turned into the
ring to face the matador.
"Jeb," suggested the chief gravely,
"1 reckon it Dawn don't see Young
Milt again ye ain't goln' to object ta

her bavin' an education, are ye?"
The boy stiffened, and his reply was

surly.
"I don't low ter hev my folks a con
sortln' with no McBrlars."
Anse Havey spoke again, very qui
etly; "Milt didn't know no more about
tbat killln' than I did, Jeb."
"How does ye know thet?" The
question burst out fiercely and swiftly.
The boy bent forward, his eyes eagerly
burning above bis high cheek-bone- s
and his mouth stiff in a snarl of suscontinued:
pense. "How does ye know?"
Havey'a face stiffened.
'I'm a feudist because my people ara
Even now he did not speak to her,
"Because 1 know who did."
feudists an' because I can lead 'em
"Tel! me his name!" The shrill
but turned toward the missionary- "Brother Talbott," he said slowly, only so long as I'm a flghtin' Havey. mand was almost a shriek.
(TO BB CONT1XVSXX)
aitln' out there on God knows, If I could wipe out this
"would ye mind
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FUNERAL OF COL CODY

DPPORTUHITi

Thrt kidney trouble ara so common
m due te the strain put upon the kidney la m many occupation, cuch a:
Jarring and jolting; on railroad, etc.
Cramp and itraln a In barberlnf,

THAT ARE MISSED

moulding, heavy lifting, eto.
Exposure te change of temperature
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furnace, refrigerator, eto.
Dampness aa la tanneries, quarries,

CONDUCTED AT ELKS' HOME
DENVER ON SUNDAY.
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Loul Johaeen, railroad engineer, 457 M
Ave., Durango, Colo.,
aya: "I had kidney
trouble, due likely to
the jarring of the en
I went down
Ílne. and
had to lay
off from work. My
back waa 0 lama and
painful,
I
couldn't
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better than It had for
year and atrengthened my kidney,
too. Occasional use since, ha kept
my kidney In good shape.''
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Canada Now?
The writer hns frequently heard the
reninrk that "after the war we will go
fo Western Cunada."
It does not occur to those making the remark that if
they wish to secure lunds In Western
Canada, whether by homestead or purchase, the best time to go is now. After
(he war the welcome will be Just as
hearty ns ever, but the chances are
that land values will Increase and today homesteads are plentiful and land
Is reasonable in price.
There Is no
question about what the land In Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta will
do, what It will give under proper cul-

tivation.
Farmers in Western Canada are payCO- - BUFFALO, N.T.
ing for their land holdings with the
proceeds of last year's crop. That this
Is no Idle statement may be gleaned
from the three following items, which
are picked out at random:
"In the spring of 1010 a
of land was offered for sale at $17.00
I Crowing Smaller Every Day.
per acre. There were 105 acres of
CARTER'S LITTLE
summer-fallow- ,
the
which because
LIVER PILLS are
owner could not at the time find a
ot couviuuuiHit J f
buyer, were seeded to wheat. A yield
CARTERS
"SSO?
of 40 bushels per acre, 4,200 bushels
all told, grading No. 1, was obtained.
The price the day the grain was sold
N PILLS.
. liona uit
(which was very early In the season,
them fo
before
grain prices advanced to round
Bilisaiau
about $2.00) was $1.60, which brought
ladlftitiea. Sick Heaaatae, Sallew Skla.
SHALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICL the handsome total of $0,720.00. Three
hundred and twenty acres at $17.00
Genuine must bear Signature
equals $5,440.00, so that a buyer, by
placing less than half of the whole
under crop, would have made a profit
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The Army of
Constipation
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Body Viewed by Thousands li Rotunda
of Capitol Building, and Service
Attended by Prominent People From Many State.

newfangled

lberta."

Denver. The largest number that
ver attended a funeral In Denver
paid their last tribute of respect to
Col. Wm. F. Cody ("Buffalo Bill") on
Sunday.
The body was placed in the rotunda
of the State Capitol building at 10
o'clock, where It was viewed by more
than 10,000 people, and at 1 o'clock,
when the body was escorted to the
Elks' building, it seemed as though
as many more were In line.
The remains were followed from the
Capitol to the Elks' building by thousands, Including members of the Pioneers' Society, U. S. soldiers, the O. A.
R., W. R. C, Elks, Masons, Cowboy
Rangors, governors and members of
the Legislatures from Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska, and the streets
were lined with people unuable to get
Into the Capitol or Elks' hall.
The Elks had charge of the funeral,
and their service, as well as that of
the Episcopal Church, was read, and
eloquent tributes were paid the
noted scout, hunter and actor by Hon.
John ,W. Springer, A. U. Mayfield, Supreme Boss of the National Order of
Cowboy Rangers, and by members of
the O. A. R. and W. R. C, in rendering their funeral service.
When the news of Col. Cody's death
on the 10th were flashed over the country one of the first messages received
was from the White House, which
read:
"May I not express my sincere sympathy with you in the death of Col.
WOODROW WILSON."

Bnssano Mall, Bassano, Alta.

"Oscar Castalor, who bought land at
Blusson after the, crop had been put
In last spring,
for $3,800.00, has
WyafTs 2nd Annual Sale threshed 3,000 bushels of wheat, which
Or REGISTERED
Is worth at present prices
about
$7,f00.00.
He refused an offer of
$5,000.00 for, the land after the crop
AT AUCTION had been takrt off." Lethbridge HerDeaver Uaioa Stock Yards ald, Lethbridge,
Alta.
Wd. Jan. 24, 1917 Iteports from the wheat fields are
(Hock
Show
Visit Denrer
Bame week and select some highly encouraging and show that the
enoloe breeding stock. M wheat crop of many farmers In Westbend herding and range
bulls, 50 cows with caire ern Cnnada was highly satisfactory.
at foot and re bred to good
Coblens, Sask. W. A. Rose has
bulle, all carrying tbe Dest
hlnml llnM known La the threshed an average of 33 bushels per
auciruanXMsse. hrrrá, KBJ mon
pr.
83 bushels of oats.
rata sale. CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION. acre and
2
Olelchen, Alberta. Up to date
THE WYATT LIVE STOCK CO.
bushels of grain have been received
DENVER, COLO,
I Cachease Bisa.
by local elevators, of which nearly
were wheat. Seventy-on- e
45 Complete Stores In One 180,000carsbushels
have already been
grain
of
Everything for wear and house furnishing.

Denver Directory

Hereford Cattle

237,-81-

shipped.
Stoop Creek, Sask. James McRae
has threshed 5,400 bushels of grain,
2.000 bushels of which were wheat,
grading No. 1 Northern. One field
averaged 44 bushels per acre, and a
Tanning and Taxidermy large field of oats averaged 83 bushels.
by the old reliable
, ' If Information as to the best locaAmi Tuarrr us TuldenT C. tion
is required, it will be gladly furAIT1DA, COUUDO
nished by any Canadian Government
Sblp In your Fur and Hide
for Bug and Auto Robes, Agent, whose advertisement appears
Coat aud Fura. Send tor Pric Liat. elsewhere.
Advertisement.
Writ

or call

$25,000 AYEAR

SALARY

Active partner wanted, In manufacturing-ehem-lea- l
and drugs. Have opportunity for man,
woman or young man. Business long estab-Ueheaud growing. Big profits. I2S.UUU needed.
Addreu Lm KayMf, 1573 Odfsa, Dearer, Cslo.

Enquire for the
W3md Nerer Break Trace

Guaranteed

i

u wn

Good Reason.

"I am studying out the best way
to abate the smoke nuisance."
"That's easy. Buy good cigars,"

BILIOUS, HEADACHY,
(ON

I saddlery co.
DENVER

W. H. NEYEÜ

B-J-g,.

Anto Badlaioia, Fenders, Huods,
Lamps and Tanks MIDI and
HtfPAIRHD.
Best equipment and
qnlokcel guaranteed sarrio In Colorado. BBASONABLH THUM.
1881 II roadway ram Bala Met
. DCNVKB, COLO.

FOR BEST RESULTS
Ton should nee Barteldes' Tested Seeds for
Oardrn. Write for our new catalog
Sleld and
better and more attractlre this year
our fiftieth anulrersary.
THE B1BTELDCS SEED CO., DENVER, COLO.
(M yeai satisfaetory serrlee.)

ft

'V:

A BOOK Oír

OPPORTUNITY, FREE

SH
Gently

ninninrm
UADUftnLiD

cleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
you sleep.

box.
Get s
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breatn always trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food in the
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the Intestines, instead of being cast out
into the
of the system is
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue it causes congestion and that dull, throbbing, sickening headache.
Cascarets immediately cléanee the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste .matter and
poisons in the bowels.
will surely
A Cascaret
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep a 10 cent box
from your druggist means your head
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regular for months. Adv.
10-ce-

Cel. William

P. Cody

The town of Cody, Wyo., went into
mourning for the man whose name it
had honored. Business in the town
was suspended, and a telegram was
sent Mrs. Decker by W. S. Owens,
the mayor, In behalf of the citizens.
His remains will be placed in a
vault until Decoration day when they
will be moved to their last resting
place on Mount Lookout
Col. William P. Cody was born in
Scott county, Iowa, Peb. 26, 1846. He
was of Spanish, English and Irish an-

cestry.
His father was killed In an encounter growing out of a slave dispute, and at the age of ten, young
Cody found himself at the head of a
family. He obtained his first employment as a courier between freight
wagon trains operating between the
Mississippi
river and the Rocky
In turn he became wagon
mountains.
master, trapper, hunter, pony express
rider and stagecoach driver. All the
positions gave him a wide experience
in the life which later was to make
him famous.
He served in the Union army in the
war between the states as a confidant and scout. In the desultory
fighting in the Southwest near the end
of the war he earned tor himself the
name of master scout and guide.
These qualifications soon brought
him to the attention of ranking generals of the Union army and secured
for him the appointment as chief of
scouts in the United States army during the numerous Indian campaigns
His
against the northern Sioux.
career in this capacity identified him
with the great fighting epoch between
the Indians and the white men waged
by Oen. Sheridan.
With the advance of civilization farther west, Col. Cody found his occupations on the plains fast decreasing.
He then went on the stage, where he
remained for several years, playing in
dramas depleting Western life. Later,
in association with Nate Salsbury, he
organized his wild west show, with
which he toured the United States
and Europe for many years. In
Europe he was entertained by royalty.
He entered politics on a small plane
and in 1872 was elected to the Nebraska Legislature. In 18C6 he was
married to Miss Louisa Frederic!.

Confesses Express Wagon Robbery.
Los Angeles, Cal. Jack Baudiarian,
arrested for passing worthless checks,
The Difference.
has confessed, according to the police,
difference between a that he and Albert J. Griffith, a Los
the
"Pa,
what's
CO.,
tors
STEVENSON
srosdstj,
II
I
portunity." 1. 1
patriot and a Jingor
Angeles policeman charged with a
ivnm
"A patriot, my son, is one whose $38,000 express wagon robbery here,
STONES OPERATIONS
a bosom swells with pride of his country,
no more
were the men wanted for the killing
Pain, or
appears of Drew B. Milligan, two months ago
Aches tn Stomach, Bnek. Bide or Bhoelden; Llrer while in a Jingo the swelling
Troubles, Stomach Mlery, Dyípepsia, Coito, Gas, In his head."
Oomtlpatlon, Pilea.CaUrrU,
and that they held up eight stages
ellloninese, Headache,
These
Blues, Jaundice, Appendicitis.
near San Diego and committed otuer
ja
Dnn'm
Keoommon uallwn.7iHiMui.
treatment
The: Christmas belle is satisfied If crimes here. Griffith has not corrobo.
tl s. seerkera K, Catoajs she gets a ring on her finger. ;
IslMaw hsMdr Ca
rated the alleged confession.
Contains history of territory recently tnraded
by Francisco Villa near Don Cabezas, and In
the vicinity of Fort Bowie, Arlsooa. It include
the story of a copper mine tu the making, and
bow the COPPER producers of the U. 8. will aggregate OTer $300,000,000 In protita during 1010.
II interested, write for FREE "Book of Op-

GALL

uau-ton-

IdeSMarnrp

CONDITIONS

TOLD

DEMANDED BY ENTENTE TO
END CONFLICT.

Western Newspspsr I'nlon News Service.

"That the 'Indiana Boys' farm this
year raised sufficient crop to pay for
the land, all the machinery and all
overhead expenses as well as make a CodyT
handsome profit, is the Information
given by N. B. Davis, the manager.
The wheat yield was over 22,000 bushels. Of twelve cars already sold, nine
graded No. 1, and Mr. Davis hus sold
over 2,000 bushels locally for seed at
In his own case a man looks upon $2.00. Naturally, when he gets to Indiana he will be a big booster for Aeownnllce as n "safety first" Idea.

me of some of the
poetry they're printing In
the magazines nowadays," observed
the man who was viewing the parade
of the PunkvWe Preparedness league.
"One account of the rhythm, I suppose," suggested his friend.
"No, on account of the Irrgular
lines."

'That reminds

PRESIDENT

ANOTHER YEAR OF WAR?
KAISER

TELLS

HAS ACHIEVED
LIBERTY,

HE

NEUTRALS
DEFENSE

OP

HIS PURPOSE.

Many distressing Ailments experienced
by them are Alleviated by Lydia E.
Pinldiam's Vegetable Compound.

Western Newspsper Union News Berries.

Washington.
The reply of the entente allies to President Wilson's appeal, received Jan. 11, is believed by
the majority of administration officials to close the door to peace In
Europe for another year at least.
While disclaiming any intention of
exterminating the Teutonlo peoples,
the allies in this reply state terms of
peace which would result in the humbling of Germany and
and the expulsion of Turkey
Austro-Hun-gar-

Here is Proof by Women who Know.

!iil
í

Lowell, Mass. "For the last three years I hay
been troubled with the Change of Life and the bad
feelings common at that time. I was in a very nervous condition, with headaches and pain a good
deal of the time so I was unfit to do my work. A
f friend asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
bio Compound, which I did, and it has helped me in
every way. I am not nearly so nervous, no head
ache or pain. I must say that Lyaia & Pinkham's
"J Vegetable Compound is the bese remedy any sick
woman can take." Mrs. MAnamiT Qrurx, Rear
259 Worthen St, Lowell, Mass.

I

i

f

from Europe.

The allies also express the belief
that it is Impossible at the present
moment to attain peace that will assure them reparation, restitution and
such guarantees as they consider are
essential.
"It goes without saying," concluded
the note, "that If the allies wish to
s
liberate Europe from the brutal
of Prussian militarism, it
never has been their design, as has
been alleged, to encompass the extermination of the German peoples and
their political disappearance. That
which they desire above all Is to insure a peace upon the principles of
liberty and justice, upon the Inviolable
fidelity to international obligation
with which the government of the
United States has never ceased to be
inspired.
"United In the pursuits of this supreme object the allies are determined, individually and collectively,
to act with all their power and to consent to all sacrifices to bring; to a
victorious close a conflict upon which
they are convinced not only their own
safety and prosperity depends, hut
also the future of civilization itself."
Belgium, in addition to joining with
her allies In the reply to the President, sent an individual note in which
the conquered kingdom makes a stirring appeal for American sympathy in
its purpose to fight on till It wins
freedom with reparation.
The allies promise that in the event
of peace on their terms, Russia will
carry out her announced Intention of
conferring autonomy upon Poland.
The entente terms enumerated to
the reply Include restoration of Belgium, Serbia and Montenegro, with
the payment of Indemnities to each by
Germany; evacuation of northern
France, southeastern Russia and
southern Rumania, with reparation;
restoration to France of Alsace and
Lorraine by Germany, and to Italy of
the former northern provinces by
Austria, and expulsion of the Turkish
Empire from Europe, thus giving Constantinople to Russia.
Germany, President Wilson knows,
is ready to grant some of these demands but far from all of them.
If, therefore, these are the minimum
terms of the allies upon which they
intend to stand pat, there seems to be
little reason to hope that a basis for
'"tttlement has been found.
Te German note to neutrals, pub
llshed simultaneously with the entente reply, came as a distinct surprise. It promptly was characterized
by the entente diplomats as a carefully prepared and timed address to
the world calculated to offset the entente statement of alms and pur
covet-ousnes-

poses.

The entente note is regarded as one
of the most delicate and carefully-writtedocuments the war has produced.
.
"Germany and her allies, who had
to take up arms for defense of tho'r
liberty and existence, consider this,
their aim of the war, as obtained,"
says the German note.

She Tells Iter Friends to Take Lydia E. Pinkham's Remedies
North Ilaven, Conn. "When I was 45 I had the Change of Life
which is a trouble all women have. At first it didn't bother me
but after a while I got bearing down pains. I called in doctors who
told me to try different things but they did not cure my pains. One
day ray husband came home and said, Why dont you try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash?' Well, I got
them and took about 10 bottles of Vegetable Compound and could
feel myself regaining my health. I also used Lydia E. Pinkham's
Sanative Wash and it has done me a great deal of good. Any one
corning to my house who suffers from female troubles or Change of
Life, I tell them to take the Pinkham remedies. There are about 20
of us here who think the world of them," Mrs. Flobinck IflKi.i..
Uoi 197, North liaven, Conn.

You are Invited to Write for Free Advice.
No other medicine has been so successful In relieving woman's
suffering as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Women may receive free and helpful ad vice by writing; the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. Such letters are received
and answed by women only and held In strict confidence.
The One to Warn.
"I warn you," said the soothsnyer, In
a tone with ice down Its back, "that
an enemy will soon cross your path,

and"

"Ah, warn him," returned the speeder. "I drive a RIproarer car." Kan-sn- s

City Star,

iraoi!

THAW

WILL

Using benzine for fuel, a new cigarette lighter Is a close imitation of a
cigarette.

Are you thinking of buying an
It costs nothing to think about
It.

i

OR SiGK STOMACH

Dont fool with
Papa's Diapepsin ends

Time it!
all Stomach misery in five
minutes.

Do some foods you eat hit back-ta- ste
good, but work badly; ferment
Into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
sour, gassy stomach T Now, Mr. or
Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Pape's
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
nothing to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick, so
certainly effective. No difference how
badiy your stomach Is disordered you
will get happy relief in five minutes,
but what pleases you most is that it

strengthens and regulates your stomach so you can eat your favorite foods
without fear.
You feel different as soon as "Pape's
Diapepsin" comes in contact with the
stress Just vanishes your
stomach
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no belching, no eructations of undigested food.
Go now, make the best Investment
you ever made, by getting a large fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsin from any
store. You realas In Ave minutes how
needless it is to suffer from, indigestion, dyspepsia nr bad stomach. Adv.
Eighty Per Cent.
The Browns are celebrating their
silver wedding next Saturday."
Why,
"Their slúer ., wedding?
they've been married only five years."
"I know, but that's five times as
long as anybody expected them to stay
married, so they feel they are ' entitled to a discount." New York
World.

Pimples, boils, carbuncles, dry np and
disappear with Doctor Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery,
in tablets or liquid.
Plttsburgher Made Plans to Surrender -Adv.
Before Slashing Throat.
girl hns been married six
After
Philadelphia. Harry Kendall Thaw,
months she doesn't use half bo many
under Indictment In New York, to- adjectives.
bodyguards,
gether with two
for an alleged attack on Frederick
high school
Gump, Jr., a
(BY L. W. BOWBB, M. D.)
boy of Kansas City, In a New York
hotel last Christmas, attempted suiBackache of any kind is often caused
cide' In West Philadelphia while the by kidney disorder, which means that
police of virtually every city in the the kidneys are not working properly
East were searching for him as a fugi- Poisonous matter and 'uric acid accumulate within the body In great abundance
,
tive from Justice.
over working the sick kidneys, hence
Thaw's attempt at
the congestion of blood causes backache
was a sensational climax to a hunt in the same manner as a similar conwhich began here following the an- gestion In the head causes headache.
nouncement by District Attorney You become nervous, despondent, sick,
feverlsb, irritable, have spots appearing
Swann of New York of the latest epibefore the eyes, bags under the lids, and
career
of
In
erratic
the
the
sode
lack ambition to do things.
wealthy Plttsburgher, which reached
The latest and most effective means
Its zenith in the killing of Stanford of overcoming this trouble, is to eat sparWhite at Madison Square roof garden, ingly of meat, drink plenty water ben
tween meals and take a single Anurio
and later when he escaped from
asylum.
tablet before each meal for a while.
Simply ask your favorite druggist for
Through counsel Thaw had mads arhave umbago, rheumarangements to surrender himself to Anunc.gout,If you
dropsy, begin Immediately
tism,
District Attorney Swann in New York. with. this novel treatment,
HARRY

Good Reason.
"Why do you never take Gladys out
In your automobile?"
"ISccnuse she gets on my motor
nerves."

RECOVER,

i

a cold. Cure it
CASCARAgUINlNE
The old family

tablet

remedy-- In

sure, easy to take. No
opiates no unpleasant after effects.
Cure cold in 24 hours Grip in 3
days. Money back it it falls. Get
the genuine box with Red Top and
cents.
We. Hill's picture on it-- 25
At Aay Drua Stare

form-sa- fe,

Mr. Wiit " Do you know fw'i toad for raF"
Miu Slow. "Why, soiaoa, of count"
Mr. Wns-"- Ne.
m aouM Ul

dw"

what's good for a cough,
throat and lung troubles, that will
allay Inflammation and insures good
night's deep with free and easy expectoration In the morning1 The answer
always the same year after year, is
Do you know

Boschee'o
German Syrup
Soothing and healing to bronchial
and throat Irritation. 25c. and 75c
sizes all Druggists and Dealers every,
where. Your grandfather used It 51
years ago. Try It yourself and see how
It stops a hacking cough like magic.

PATENTS

Watson .Colaman.Ws.k.

Initaio.D.G. Book, f r.a. Hlf ti
Bawnsolis.
Mioranoas.

"ROUGH on RATS,ro.,rVM1M:
W. N. U.,' DENVER, NO.

d

Thé New Method

--

Mat-teawa-

.

,

and vital force fot
low loss of flesh, or
"V emaciation. These
kaaC'
come 1 rom impoverished blood. Dr.
Golden
Pierce's
Medical Discovery
enriches the blood,
stops the waste of
strength and tissue, and builds np
healthy flesh
Thin, pale, puny
and scrofulous
children are made plump, rosy and
robust by the "Discovery." They like
it too.
In recovering from "Grippe," or in convalescence from pneumonia, fevers, or
other wasting diseases. It speedily and
surely invigorates and builds up the
As an appetizing, rewhole system.
storative tonic, it sets at work all the
processes of digestion and nutrition,
rouses every organ into natural action,
and brings back health and strength.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets curs
constipation. Constipation is the cause
of many diseases.,. Cure the cause and
yon cure the disease,' Eaay to take as
LOSS OP POWER

PL

'

candi.

--

sr.sj:.

:

v

'

-'
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Church Directory
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Meets each Sunday at

10,

at

A. M

Your

Christian Church.
presence is necessary.

Hall, Supt

Rev. G. B.

Y, P, S. C. Et
17.

M.

Hknson, President
Li i j.i an CniNEit, Sec'y.

Miss

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-

ing at "o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,

Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
1st & 3d Sundays

at

7.30 P. M

Rev W. E. Aesmais Pastor.
BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Service? 11 A. M., 7.S0, P. M.
Rev. II. A. Price, Pastor.
CHRISTIAN

ROY
Services first Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 7,30 p. m.
VIEW

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m. Second Sunday at 3, p.m.
3rd Sunday

at

O. W.

O'

Stove
vS
Farm Wagons

P.&0.

Roy,

Volume IV

'

January

20

1917

F. A. Roy,
Remigio LorEZ,
F. S. Browíí,

Basketball

Chairman.
Member.

Teachers

Wind Mills

Russell,
Clara. Russkll, 7th

J. E.

DEEP WELL

Eugenia Roy,
Mary Waters

PUMPS

lorrine lowry

wen Casing
Stock Tanks

Myra DeFrees

Safety Flues
TIN SHOP
Here is where your Dollar
Does its Full Duty.

Batons
Make Poor Companions.
People who do not know how t
laugh are always pompous and self
Thackeray.
conceited.

Col. F. O. White, ,, Auctioneer

Dan

Prin.

and 8th Grades.
6th and 6th Grades.

4th Grade
2nd and 3rd Grade
2nd Primary
1st Primary

Jenkins

..

33
30

"
0

'

Goodman Merc.Co.
Ogden Sr.
F.L. Shultz.
C.L. Justice.
W.B. Baum.
A. A. Lucero.
, ;
M.D, Gibbs,
A. Bacharach,A.J. Gibson. ' "
W.G. Johnson..
Barber Shop.
'
F.S. Brown.
C.C. Belknap.

ElmerCole was absentMonday.
Why not prepare for more
High School in RoyV '

at Roy School House

The examination has not killed
anyone yet.
Helen Bruce was absent Mon-

BENEFIT

Solicits your sales both far and day.
near.
Virginia Murtin was absent
My price is only two per cent, Monday.
On all farm sales I represent.
The snow stops basket ball
while,
fofa
My price is cheap, compare the

.,-

RC.GrunJg.
J, Floersheim
S. Floersheim
B.Jvirby
7
.
.
Total

.50
.50
.50
1.00
.50
.50
.25
.25

.

50

.50
1.C0

.50
.2!)

.

"

-

.50
.50
.50

$9.25

.'

-

We are very grateful for these
subscriptions and will soon have
our new court ready for games.
After receiving $ 10.25 from student membership fees etc., andor
dering our necessary supplies, we
find that we still have about $ 5
in our treasury. The proceeds of
the pie supper to be heldFri.Jan.
26, will be placed in this fund
Jan. 11th.,
the Basket Ball
Association met and elected the
following officers: Roy Hall.
Presidont .
Vice President Lester Floersheira
Ernest Cochrane.
rTreasu rer
Secretary
Claude Brashears.
Sarjrvat Aims
Elmer Cole.
Team Coach
O.W. Hearn.
" Captain ..... Ernest Cochrane.
.

.

VO
BASKET BALL TEAM
O

--

$1.00

.

n u ary 26th

'221

"

Irvin

Friday Evening

30
30
62

'

Association:- -

uro

15
26

;

.

"Impossible," thundered the
'
Little Corporal. "That Word is
not French." And leading the
charge himself, he crossed the
bullet swept bridge.
That man carried Europe by
storm and very nearly conquered
the world not so much by his
military genius, ns by sheer
strength of character and dynamic energy. To him there was

,

We jflve below a report of the attend
ance in each room of the school, for
each week, If you will watch this report you will be tble to keep in close
touch with your school and as a result
be more able to judge of its present
arid futun needs.

High School
"th and 8th Grade
6th and 0th Grade
4th Grade
2nd and 3rd Grade
Second Primary
First Primary
Total

The following is the Hat of
subscribers to the Basket Bull

The little seed bur'stsd open and
sprouted and grew until it got to
be a big apple tree, lthad a brown
trunk. The root grew longer and
longer. It had green ' leaves and
red apples. It had some little
branches and some little red
apples.There were little app
les and then they gut to be
no such word as impossible. The
'
some big apples.
bigger and more difficult the proJennie Pacheco, aged 5 ject, the more spur it was to his

Secretary.

7

More

d

School

--

T?

Number

An Original Story It Can Be Done

--

Sampson

nl TMT

'

-

.

Professional Cards

Mora County, New Mexico, Saturday,

'

Published every week by
THE MANUAL TRAINING CUASS.
Sire, to cross the bridge is imErnest Cochrane
Editor.
Clara Martin
1st Assistant. A little boy ate an npple and plan possible," protested an officer at
2nd. Assistant. ted the seed, He dug a hole for it Lodi to Napoleon.
Clifton Downing
Reporters ,
All Students-Boar- and poured some' water into it.

Casey

Hearn, Pastor.

" Per Angtista, Ad Aguata"

Motto

Roy Schools Record.

Farm
Implements

11.00 a. m.

Ti7 TD

Mil lia ÜWil .0UMUPM.

Stoves

MILLS

tPANISH-AMERICA-

" Manager......
Roy Hall.
Glenn Anderson was absent
men,
' "
Who auctioneer just now and Monday.
.
"The Beacon System"
then. ,
'
Look out for "The Kingdom
...
is
proving
a great help to the
know when they
never
Some
of Heart's Content""
Law
Attorney
Spanish American children in
are done,
We had a nictsnow the first of
1'rompt and Careiui Attention
learning the English language.
They are too cheap tomake you
Given all Business Entrusted
thisweek.
....
mon.
to me
The stormy weather Monday
energy.
The teachers Association will
Most of us have recieved our
kept
a number of our little folk3
He is not the only one who has
NEW MEXICO
ROY
be held here the last of Feb. .
parts in the play "The Kingdom
will make dates and '
The
,
home.
at
..
Clara Martinwas absent Mon- of Heart's Content" to be given cut that word from bis dictionprint your bills,
ary.
8mall Girl Felt Safe.
The social last Friday night for
in Feburary.
Be sure and post them in the day morning because of the
The small daughter was IndustriousBoy Scouts and Campfire
is
the
impossible
Mildred.
Every
day
of
her
the
sister
valley and the hills.
ly ironing her doll clothes when her
With hearts uplifted we feel a being done by the man with the Girls, was a great success. Every
mother entered. "It's wrong to work
This is the way to get your
Helen Bruce is back to school new purpose in life
we peron Sunday. Have you forgotten the
one had a fine time.
force and tenacity that wins.
crowd,
Tuesday
Monday
on
for
opportunities
wa
new
ceive
you?"
Lord sees
"This isn't work. And
The impossibilities of yesterThat makes you prosperous and she worked in Mabel's place
After our final examinations,
If the Lord does see me, he knows
re urged an ward by nobler resday are the realities of today. eveiyone is very well satisfied
perfectly well this iron is cold."
always proud.
If you are interested in what olutions.
Judge.
Every achievment ever accom- with their grades.
we are doing in school come and
pupils
from
U.S.
plished
The
absent,
in business, invention,
Hire F. O. W. he'll do you proud visit us.
When visiting the school do not
Clara
Martin,
Thelma
were
Tuey
exploration
or in any field of
FOUND A SURE THING.
He'll get the price and be good
to see the art exhibit in the
fail
Tne children in the second pri- and Ernest Cochrane and Julian endeavor was .considered imposto the crowd.
I. B. Wixon, Farmers Mills, N. Y
'
primary.
lot.
7
'
'
sible until the man came who
.
has used Chamberí ain't Tablets " for
Then you'll know you've had a mary room are learning new ex- Montoya.
ercises in physical development.
had eliminated that word from
A prominent physican was rey;ars for disorders of the stomach and
sale,
We. have three new pupils in
liver and says, , 'Chamberlain's Tablets
vocabulary.
his
called to his telephone by
cently
and
not
did
off
well
went
Delbert Brown was abseoííon Seventh and Eight grade room
That
are the best I have used."
through
Fly
air
the
woman formerly in
a
colored
day, for the first time slncéuáiool this week.
fail.
Obtainable every where.
fly.
still
we
Atid
gret agitation the
his.
wife.
In
has opened.
There is still plenty of room at ,Talk over a wire with Europe? woman advise the physician that
Misaljowry's andMiss Jenkin's the top. So get busy with your It can tbe done. .
her youngest child was in a bad
'
room enjoyedavery excitingspell scaling ladder.
However.it is done.
way!
';.' "7V"'
i ng match a few days ago.
Connect the Atlantic and Pacific What seems to be tha trouble?
F.vprvtwvlv is invitpd to attend
,
asked the doctor.
Tbe Boy Scouts and Camp Fire the pie supper to be given for the'at Panama?.ph, never:
,
But the boats' are sailing .thru
Girls had a social time at the benefit of the High School Bas
who
ha3
Little Salena Martinez
School house last Friday evening. ket-ba-ll
team, Friday n ight Jan. the. canal.
been absent from $chcol for some
26. DONT FAIL TO COME.
time, returned Monday; We are
After all, man is the arbiter of
We hear that the reading room glad to have her back agaip.
his own destiny... Like wise men
Wonder if those searchershave
was going tobe closed because
of old, he is priveleged to behold found their Prince yet.
1
THE UNIVERSAL C A T?'
Fables Told of the Cat
they discovered small pox in the;
the Star of the Easfand to guide
The cats of Alexandria were looked
Basket-Ba- il
ready
boys
are
The
Dictionary.
his foot steps accordingly.
on as so many images of Neith, or the

Everyone Invited

J. B. LUSK
at

Ladies come and bring PIES
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Roy'

Garage

for games.

and LIVERY

I

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

til

.

Repair Work Mg5" ' I
F. S. Brown,

ROY,'

Proprietor

NewMex.

l'allaa of Sals, a goddess worshiped

is absolutely assured
Those whe were absent the figet sixty minutes
who
to those
rst of the week are, Glenn Andworth of value out of every hour
erson, Virginia Martin, Elmer
and work eight hours every day.
Cole and Perry Smith.
Success

'

You are invited to visit the Se
We work harder but our burr
and eight grade room.
venth
den is lightened we press forward
to new achievements unfatigued.
It is atChristmastime tvq learn
Helps Digestion.
how essential we are to one anIf you find It difficult to drink milk
e
alone, take some bread or crackers other, We better appreciate th
thegreáter
generositywith it. Either prevents the forma- jojs of
tion of large clots and the milk ft happiness that, comes from maktherefore more easily digested. Lime
water or barley water added to milk ing others happy.
has the same effect.

'
-'-

!.;-.;

Had Its Drawbacks.
"We want to introduce the blessings of civilization among you."
"Yes," answered the savage.
"Th
only trouble is ;!iat when you also in
troduce your improved war mechanism, so many of us wo t live to en
"
Joy them."

The Eighth Grade History both by Greeks and Egyptians, nnd It
class is learning the Monroe Doc- passed into a proverb with the Greeks
when they spoke of two tilings being
trine as a specialty this week.
unlike, to Say that the rcsciiibled each
Some one left pictures on the other as much lis a ént'fesenibled Palblack board in the hall last week. las. It is to Alexandria .that we trace

the story of á cat turned into a lady to
please a prince yho had fallen in love
with its The lady, .however, when
dressed In Iter brfdal roWs, could not
help scamperihg about the mora to
Patchouli i.r.a Preventivo.
catch a mouse seeinipon 'tile floor and
For the many who dislike the smell when riutarch Avas ia Egypt it had alof motli balls and nil the brands ;of ready become h proverb that .anyone
cnrai'thor and tar products used to overdressed was as aykvnrd as a cut
"
keep nwny inotlm the fragment dried in a crocus-colore-d
";
robe.
roots of the patchouli appeal as a
substitute. In Porto Itlco the
natives bring the patchouli to town
Can't Get' Ahead of Pljmber.
Holi-baBefore wa "realize it the
in small bundles, retailing them at
"I say," asked the wrath! ul customare upon us, and a more in- from two to live cents each. Great er over the telophone, "what do you
of it grow wild In that counmeac ' by charging me overtime in
timate touch of humanity mellow qmiiitities
try and n demand for it from the your bill? You didn't put It. any overour attitude toward our fellow States would afford employment to time on my work." "Yes, ( did," remany poor persons in the country. At plied the plumber, soothingly. "On
men.
.
one time patchouli was In great favor that evening when you kep me waitperfume, coining chiefly from
ing while you told me what yoa
The enrollment in the stvtn- - as aand
the far East in the shape, of thought of ra for putting tq 4 full day;
'ttí and eight grades has reached th fl9WMUBrwidietd' from: the a'- a wo;hourf7)Job.'i' '.:,; 'pt.;'
roots of th Pofoateraoa patchouli.
twenty etvtn this wttk.

There are a few absent on
count of the snow Monday.
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